




GOSPEL / CONTEMPORARY CHRISTIAN MUSIC 

APA MUSIC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

brosen@apa-agency.com  

(310) 888-4259  

3 Columbus Circle  

New York, NY 10019  

 

Aux Cord Wars, LLC  

Regions: All  

Aux Cord Wars Live is a brilliantly packaged experience that is perfect for all colleges/universities. For over two 

hours, audience members get the once in a lifetime chance to control the music. This event puts you in the 

mind of an old-school dj competition, but with your students competing. If you play the best songs, you 

advance and win cash/prizes on the spot. We have executed two very successful college tours. Repeat 

comments about this event have been “EVERY school needs to have this” and “Aux Cord Wars Live was the 

best event to ever hit our campus”. The event is hosted by nationally-touring entertainer, Jay Dukes, with two 

djs side by side to keep the experience live. We also provide the devices for students to play their music on. 

You do not have to be a dj to play. Our official djs serve as our musical experts ready to coach our Aux Cord 

Warriors to victory. There is no other event like Aux Cord Wars Live. Check out our experience by visiting our 

Instagram page @AuxCordWars. Bring Aux Cord Wars Live to your campus today!  

Contact Info  

acwcasting@gmail.com  

(864) 909-0891  

157 Belle Flower Ct  

Spartanburg, SC 29303  

 

Babco Entertainment LLC  

Regions: All  

Babco Entertainment LLC is a Full-Service concert event management and booking agency that works with 

Colleges and Universities on concert event programming. We are dedicated to superior customer service, 

honesty, experience and dedication to its clients. Our goal is to bring our expertise and professionalism to 

each event. The following is a list of our services: Talent Buying, Offer Process, Artist Contract and Rider 

Negotiation, Production Services (including but not limited to: sound, lights, staging, backline, barricade, 

staffing, local  
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ground transportation, catering, etc.), Ticketing | Box Office, Advertising | Marketing | Promotions. Babco 

Entertainment LLC works for schools and on behalf of schools. You get our personal attention and commitment 

to make your event a success.  

Contact Info  

melissa@babcoentertainment.com  

(866) 335-8777  

P.O. Box 772470  

Coral Springs, FL 33077  

 

BLONDELL ENTERTAINMENT LLC  

Regions: All  

Shelby Blondell is a European Indie Music chart topping, Songwriter | Singer | & Inventor, from Linthicum MD, 

whose determination shows that even brain surgeries cannot get her down. Shelby has played alongside 

national acts such as James Arthur, Pentatonix, Sabrina Carpenter and Howie Day while playing at iconic 

venues such as Blues Alley with her incredible band. Her music has been featured on radio stations both 

nationally and internationally, with a radio hit TOP 10, "Fun In The Sun", on the European Indie Music Charts. 

Shelby has also made national buzz when mentioned by Elizabeth Banks, Cosmopolitan and Seventeen 

Magazine. From house shows to national venues, private parties to an interactive experience for Children's 

Hospitals or conference events, Shelby Blondell is an artist whose music has a unique sound that can only be 

described as if Johnny Cash, Sara Bareilles and Adele are having a tailgate. “I say I’m a songwriter first because 

it’s my songs that I want to touch people's lives. Whether it’s a song I’m writing, event I’m playing or product 

I’m developing, I want to have an impact and be a light   

for others as many have been for me. Thank you for continuing to Live, Laugh, Love, Dream and Believe in 

me.” Much Love & God Bless, Shelby Blondell. 

Contact Info  

Shelbyblondell@gmail.com  

(443) 827-7897  

326 Tulip Oak Ct  

Linthicum, MD 21090  

 

Brave Enough Artist Agency  

Regions: All  

Brave Enough Artist Agency is a premier booking and management agency based in Nashville, TN. It was 

founded by Mark Miller, one half of the Indie/Pop music and tea duo, So Long Solo.  
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Contact Info  

mark@braveenough.com  

(615) 801-2415  

135 Ridgeview Trace  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

Concert Ideas, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Concert Ideas is the country's largest college middle agent, helping 300+ schools all across the country produce 

more than 400 shows a year. We work with all genres of music, comedy and performing arts, and deal with 

anything from small coffeehouse shows to full-scale arena events. Our job is to find you the best acts available 

within your budget and available dates, and then assist you with everything from getting promotional 

materials, to editing contracts and securing productions companies.  

Contact Info  

harrisg@concertideas.com  

(845) 679-6000  

73 Ratterman Rd  

Woodstock, NY 12498  

 

Cutting Edge Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Cutting Edge Entertainment is a multi-purpose entertainment provider that is responsive to the ever-changing 

needs of both clients and performers. In over a decade of operation, we have managed many exclusive 

accounts, assisted hundreds of artists in pursuing their careers and established an enduring relationship with 

many of our clients. We are proud to be known as the people to call when quality and value are priorities. Our 

select roster includes fine contemporary and popular music, comedy and novelty, and programmed 

entertainment. Cutting Edge is also a national leader in providing multi-cultural acts for business, education 

and community events. We are priced to fit every budget. We energetically apply our imagination and skills to 

the many talents that contribute to a successful event. The creative staff at Cutting Edge introduces new 

concepts in event planning and production, designing practical, original occasions tailored to client 

requirements. Feel free to call on us for further information.  

Contact Info  

rjockel@cuttingedgeentertain.com  

(888) 221-6538  
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41 Mountain View Ave  

Avon, CT 06001  

 

Degy Booking International  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ari@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

9826 Montpellier Dr  

Delray Beach, FL 33446  

 

Diversity Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Diversity Talent Agency seeks to provide quality speakers, music, comedy, poetry and programs at an 

affordable price to educate, entertain and enlighten. It is our mission to bridge the cultural divide and shed 

light on issues that will build a bridge to a better tomorrow. By catering our programming to your need, we 

are able to offer services that tackle diversity issues head on.  

Contact Info  

DiversityTalentAgency@gmail.com  

(770) 210-5579  

PO Box 277  

Lovejoy, GA 30250  

 

DMS, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

jeff@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

18 Maiden Cir  

Malta, NY 12020  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  
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Contact Info  

rstowe@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(404) 351-2263  

296 14th St NW  

Atlanta, GA 30318  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

cmcclure@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(704) 339-0100  

512 East Blvd  

Charlotte, NC 28203  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

bherndon@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(919) 875-1800  

8364 Six Forks Rd Ste 200  

Raleigh, NC 27615  

 

ECE Touring/EastCoast Entertainment  

Regions: All  

We have awesome artists and shows in all budget ranges! ECE Touring/ECE (EastCoast Entertainment) has 

represented the best in the live music, booking talented solo artists, bands, DJ's and comedians from 

coffeehouses to national concerts- for the entire U.S. Along the way, we've expanded our artists to include 

the extraordinary legendary comedy of The Second City Touring Company, National Recording Artists The 

Hunts, Kevin MaC, Rich Girls Comedy, Farewell Angelina, The Shack Band, FLY Dance Company, iO, Three 

Sheets to the Wind, DJ Illumination, Hiplet, Blue Label, DJ Shelley, Justin Trawick & The Common Good, 20 

Ride and more. Need diversity? We've got it. Need an agency that's friendly and easy to reach? We're here 

even if you have an entertainment emergency! Need artists who are professional, easy to work with and 

absolutely fantastic? They exist in droves! Thanks for checking out our website. We look forward to hearing 

from you!  
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Contact Info  

kkaminski@bookece.com  

(804) 355-2178  

703 Southlake Blvd  

North Chesterfield, VA 23236  

 

Entertainment Connect LLC  

Regions: All  

Entertainment Connect is a Talent Agency founded to connect premier entertainers, athletes, and influencers 

to career-advancing opportunities. Entertainment Connect provides a platform for professional talent to 

enhance their individual brands by diversifying their engagement opportunities in world culture, social 

leadership, and community involvement.  

Our Mission: To entertain and inspire audiences all over the work, helping our clients to create exciting and 

Memorable experiences.  

Our Values: Customer Service | Excellence | Quality | Dependability | Integrity | Creativity| Passion|   

Contact Info  

jdada@entertainmentconnect.net  

(713) 992-8228  

2513 Cleburne St  

Houston, TX 77004  

 

GigRoster.com by Professional Entertainment  

Regions: All  

GigRoster is one of the most comprehensive Talent Buying Services for Colleges and University Events in The 

USA. Serving all Major Markets, with literally hundreds of artists and performing groups, GigRoster and our 

staff of professionals can handle anything from a single booking to a full, robust schedule of entertainment for 

the year. Browse the roster any time. It is simply the easiest way to book talent... Period! Entertainment brings 

everything to life and GigRoster makes finding the best choices for easy. Whether you are planning a concert 

event, a band for a show, a lecture series or a DJ for a student dance we make finding all the choices easy. On 

line or working with one of our personal consultants we provide you with a great experience hiring your talent!  

Contact Info  

darrell@gigroster.com  

(800) 801-2484  

PO Box 78593  
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Seattle, WA 98178  

 

Houla Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Houla Entertainment is a college, fair, festival, performing arts centers, cruise lines, casinos, corporate and 

private event booking agency. Our talented artists entertain audiences from the very small and intimate to 

the very large festival-type. These artists perform various genres of music and are based in various cities 

throughout the United States and Canada. We are an experienced middle booking agency working with 

national touring acts including music, speakers, and comedians. We will help you negotiate the contract and 

save you $$$. Houla Entertainment books only the best artists in the business! Houla Entertainment is Where 

the Big Dogs Play!  

Contact Info  

leemayer@houlaentertainment.com  

(865) 414-9266  

P O Box 31688  

Knoxville, TN 37930  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

Metropolis Management & Entertainment Group  

Regions: All  

A Leading Entertainment Agency Metropolis Management is a full service music and entertainment company. 

With over 15 years of impeccable service, Metropolis Management has been developing and providing 

premier talent globally.  

Contact Info  

joyce@metropolismanagement.com  

(877) 536-5374  

PO Box 1784  
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Newark, CA 94560  

 

Neon Entertainment  

Regions: All  

For over 25 years, Neon Entertainment's mission has been to provide the best in comedy, music, variety 

entertainers, speakers and novelty giveaways and events. It's "user friendly" and laid-back approach is the 

corner stone of what the agency is built on. A service philosophy that has gained the agency many accolades, 

including the honour of being named Agency of the Year 2014 and 2007 by APCA, in addition to nominations 

for Agency of the Year in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, & 2012 by APCA, the National Association for Campus 

Activities and Campus Activities Magazine collectively. Neon represents entertainers that have appeared on 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live, Comedy Central, MTV, HBO, and NBC, just to name a 

few. In addition to live entertainers, they provide a number of interactive services, from inflatable games, to 

novelty giveaways and special events and also represent nationally known acts and speakers, motivational, 

and team building specialists.  

Contact Info  

scott@neon-entertainment.com  

(716) 836-6366  

3577 Harlem Rd  

Buffalo, NY 14225  

 

Opus 3 Artists  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rchesno@opus3artists.com  

(212) 584-7500  

470 Park Ave S  

New York, NY 10016  

 

Paradigm  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(615) 251-4400  

222 2nd Ave S Ste 1600  

Nashville, TN 37201  
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PARADIGM  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

tschultz@paradigmagency.com  

(831) 375-4889  

404 W Franklin St  

Monterey, CA 93940  

 

Rebelle Events  

Regions: All  

Rebelle Events is More Than a Booking Agency. We are a community of people adding value to the culture of 

our organizations. One comedian, musician, poet, magician and speaker at a time. Rebelle Events provides 

nearly 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry and makes live entertainment accessible to all 

campuses and organizations, nationwide. We know a lot but will never claim to know it all. Our success is 

driven by a constant desire to grow and gain new perspectives in order to provide premier entertainment and 

an excellent customer experience. This is Your Agency. Let’s Rebelle Together.  

Contact Info  

melissa@rebelleevents.com  

(651) 447-4944  

PO Box 25941  

Saint Paul, MN 55125  

 

Sound Specialist Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@sseevents.net  

(502) 541-5015  

812 Lyndon Lane #202  

Louisville, KY 40222  

 

The Barry Agency  

Regions: All  

“Book someone who will grab your attention! The Barry Agency specializes in providing high-quality clean 

musicians, entertainers and speakers for college / university events! Choose between singer-songwriters,  
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duos, comedians, magicians, rock bands, dancers, jugglers, and lecturers. Only the best speakers and 

entertainers will make your event remarkable. The Barry Agency …. We’re one talented bunch!”  

Contact Info  

info@thebarryagency.com  

(763) 550-0513  

8358 Viale Circle  

Naples, FL 34114  

 

The College Agency  

Regions: All  

The College Agency specializes in providing exceptional entertainment, extraordinary educators, and unique 

programs to the student activities marketplace and college campuses across the country.  

Contact Info  

booking@thecollegeagency.com  

(651) 222-9669  

7907 Stafford Trail  

Savage, MN 55378  

 

The Firin Squad  

Region: West  

Contact Info  

thefirinsquad@gmail.com  

(310) 491-4324  

6210 Santa Monica Blvd Ste A  

Los Angeles, CA 90038  

 

The Talent Compass  

Regions: All  

The Talent Compass is a reputable talent buying agency that provides its clients with extensive guidance in 

navigating the complex and ever-changing world of live entertainment. We specialize in college music and 

entertainment, booking A-list artists to perform concerts, comedy shows and lectures. The Talent Compass 

simplifies the booking process and liaises with talent representatives, making it easy for schools to secure 

top notch artists within their allocated budget and genre parameters. We brainstorm ideas, generate 

tailored lists of available acts with accurate fees, and expertly advance dates including contracts and 

payments. Most  
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importantly, we effectively negotiate deals and know what to ask for on behalf of our clients. We also 

represent select talent exclusively on the lecture circuit. The Talent Compass provides exceptional service - 

from the initial inquiry to the final applause. We're here to navigate the talent world for you!  

Contact Info  

jtunick@talentcompass.com  

(212) 647-0947  

7 York Road  

Larchmont, NY 10538  

 

TjohnE Productions, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

JJTjohnE@aol.com  

(877) 295-5559  

2836 Belleglade Ct SE  

Grand Rapids, MI 49546  

 

Wally's World of Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@houseofwally.com  

(800) 476-0442  

159 Sunset Dr  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sschulcz@WMEAgency.com  

(212) 903-1302  

11 Madison Ave  

New York, NY 10010  
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Hip Hop / Rap Music  

Admire Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Award winning boutique agency specializing in ORIENTATION, Comedy and Speakers for colleges. We 

understand that you want to be entertained and we also understand you want to make an impact on your 

students.  

Contact Info  

barbara@admireentertainment.com  

(845) 365-3436  

PO Box 152  

Palisades, NY 10964  

 

A-Game  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

frathouseproductions314@gmail.com  

(314) 687-9814  

3128 Edwards Pl  

Maryland Heights, MO 63043  

 

Any Excuse for a Party!, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Full service entertainment company. From the latest and hottest entertainment options in the industry. From 

our Slow Motion Video booth to the new Photo Lounge. We offer a wide variety of entertainment services 

including Dance parties, Photo booths, Inflatables, Movie Nights, Game Shows, and much, much more to take 

your event to the next level.  

Contact Info  

louis@anyexcuseforaparty.com  

(973) 808-8700  

16 Gloria Lane  

Fairfield, NJ 07004  

 

APA Music  

Regions: All  
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Contact Info  

brosen@apa-agency.com  

(310) 888-4259  

3 Columbus Circle  

New York, NY 10019  

 

Artemis Boutique Booking Agency  

Regions: All  

ARTEMIS the heart soul impact agency bringing you extraordinary humans and extraordinary experiences 

music • spoken word • comedy • speakers • exhale • we the people • zenstop  

Contact Info  

jilan@artemisbba.com  

(415) 786-4649  

140 Boulder St  

Nevada City, CA 95959  

 

AudienceView  

Regions: All  

AudienceView believes in the power of live events and its purpose is to ignite that passion in people around 

the world. As the essential partner to get live events discovered, attended and remembered, we serve the 

entire industry, regardless of genre or size, and help our clients sell more tickets every single day. Through an 

unmatched set of solutions that includes innovative technology, popular consumer brands and a unique 

engagement model, we support 9,000+ venues, process over $3 billion in ticketing and fundraising 

transactions and sell over 110-million tickets each year.  

Contact Info  

cameron.rivers@audienceview.com  

(416) 687-2000  

200 Wellington Street West  

Toronto, ON M5V3C7  

 

Aux Cord Wars, LLC  

Regions: All  
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Aux Cord Wars Live is a brilliantly packaged experience that is perfect for all colleges/universities. For over two 

hours, audience members get the once in a lifetime chance to control the music. This event puts you in the 

mind of an old-school dj competition, but with your students competing. If you play the best songs, you 

advance and win cash/prizes on the spot. We have executed two very successful college tours. Repeat 

comments about this event have been “EVERY school needs to have this” and “Aux Cord Wars Live was the 

best event to ever hit our campus”. The event is hosted by nationally-touring entertainer, Jay Dukes, with two 

djs side by side to keep the experience live. We also provide the devices for students to play their music on. 

You do not have to be a dj to play. Our official djs serve as our musical experts ready to coach our Aux Cord 

Warriors to victory. There is no other event like Aux Cord Wars Live. Check out our experience by visiting our 

Instagram page @AuxCordWars. Bring Aux Cord Wars Live to your campus today!  

Contact Info  

acwcasting@gmail.com  

(864) 909-0891  

157 Belle Flower Ct  

Spartanburg, SC 29303  

 

Babco Entertainment LLC  

Regions: All  

Babco Entertainment LLC is a Full-Service concert event management and booking agency that works with 

Colleges and Universities on concert event programming. We are dedicated to superior customer service, 

honesty, experience and dedication to its clients. Our goal is to bring our expertise and professionalism to each 

event. The following is a list of our services: Talent Buying, Offer Process, Artist Contract and Rider Negotiation, 

Production Services (including but not limited to: sound, lights, staging, backline, barricade, staffing, local 

ground transportation, catering, etc.), Ticketing | Box Office, Advertising | Marketing | Promotions. Babco 

Entertainment LLC works for schools and on behalf of schools. You get our personal attention and commitment 

to make your event a success.  

Contact Info  

melissa@babcoentertainment.com  

(866) 335-8777  

P.O. Box 772470  

Coral Springs, FL 33077  

 

Bass/Schuler Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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Bass/Schuler has established itself as representing some of the best known names in college, festival and 

corporate markets today. Our friendly agents offer music, comedy, speakers, live novelties, games and variety 

acts. Bass/Schuler Entertainment has been the recipient of Campus Activities Magazine’s Reader’s Choice 

"Agency of the Year" Award eight times and has been nominated every year since the agency’s 1999 inception. 

For all of this we are very thankful.  

Contact Info  

chris@bass-schuler.com  

(773) 481-2600  

4055 W Peterson Ave Ste 206  

Chicago, IL 60646  

 

Bayou Road Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

booking@bayouroadentertainment.com  

(504) 756-2749  

1662 Paul Murphy St  

New Orleans, LA 70119  

 

Book A Muslim  

Regions: All  

Celebrate Muslim Culture Speakers. Artists. Performers. Exhibits. Workshops.  

Contact Info  

contact@bookamuslim.com  

(775) 372-7462  

98 Kessel Ct  

Madison, WI 53711  

 

Brave Enough Artist Agency  

Regions: All  

Brave Enough Artist Agency is a premier booking and management agency based in Nashville, TN. It was 

founded by Mark Miller, one half of the Indie/Pop music and tea duo, So Long Solo.  

Contact Info  

mark@braveenough.com  
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(615) 801-2415  

135 Ridgeview Trace  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

Concert Ideas, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Concert Ideas is the country's largest college middle agent, helping 300+ schools all across the country produce 

more than 400 shows a year. We work with all genres of music, comedy and performing arts, and deal with 

anything from small coffeehouse shows to full-scale arena events. Our job is to find you the best acts available 

within your budget and available dates, and then assist you with everything from getting promotional 

materials, to editing contracts and securing productions companies.  

Contact Info  

harrisg@concertideas.com  

(845) 679-6000  

73 Ratterman Rd  

Woodstock, NY 12498  

 

Conscious Campus  

Regions: All  

At Conscious Campus our mission is to provide inspiring programs that build social and cultural awareness, 

foster community and promote greater acceptance and respect. Performing Art/Music: Eclectic, multi-cultural 

and out of the box artists for “edu-tainment” or just pure fun! Lectures: Dynamic speakers that create lasting 

shifts on campuses and invite students to deeper reflection of themselves, their community, and the world 

they live in. Workshops/Debates: Our engaging workshops and debates are designed to leave you with the 

resources and the seeds to build a movement of your own.  

Contact Info  

greg@consciouscampus.com  

(860) 210-9639  

137 Danbury Rd.  

New Milford, CT 06776  

 

Creative Artists Agency  

Regions: All  
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The market share leader, CAA represents more artists ranked among the top 100 tours of the year worldwide 

than its next three competitors combined, according to Pollstar. CAA's touring clients cross every genre, from 

comedy, pop, rock, alternative, and country, to hip-hop/R&B, Latin, faith-based, and dance.  

Contact Info  

christian.amechi@caa.com  

(424) 288-2823  

2000 Avenue of the Stars  

Los Angeles, CA 90067  

 

Cutting Edge Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Cutting Edge Entertainment is a multi-purpose entertainment provider that is responsive to the ever-changing 

needs of both clients and performers. In over a decade of operation, we have managed many exclusive 

accounts, assisted hundreds of artists in pursuing their careers and established an enduring relationship with 

many of our clients. We are proud to be known as the people to call when quality and value are priorities. Our 

select roster includes fine contemporary and popular music, comedy and novelty, and programmed 

entertainment. Cutting Edge is also a national leader in providing multi-cultural acts for business, education 

and community events. We are priced to fit every budget. We energetically apply our imagination and skills to 

the many talents that contribute to a successful event. The creative staff at Cutting Edge introduces new 

concepts in event planning and production, designing practical, original occasions tailored to client 

requirements. Feel free to call on us for further information.  

Contact Info  

rjockel@cuttingedgeentertain.com  

(888) 221-6538  

41 Mountain View Ave  

Avon, CT 06001  

 

Degy Booking International  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ari@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

9826 Montpellier Dr  

Delray Beach, FL 33446  
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Developing Artist Booking, LLC  

Regions: All  

We are a full-service music booking agency, servicing colleges, universities, corporations, and private events 

nationwide.  

Contact Info  

shawn@developingartist.com  

(617) 497-8366  

PO Box 220307  

Boston, MA 02122  

 

DEVMO MUSIC  

Regions: All  

Devin Moses aka DEVMO is everything but a typical rap artist. As a petite red-head from Santa Monica, 

audiences are in pure shock when she starts flowing with fluidity and bite while also delivering a message she 

is experiencing in her daily life. DEVMO strives for authenticity and entertainment, and on that alone, she's 

opened locally and internationally for artists like Angel Haze, Snow Tha Product, Elle King, and more. DEVMO 

just returned from her first 36 city tour and is currently performing at pride events across the country. She 

dropped her first single of 2019 "Stayin' Here" in May and plans to drop a handful more throughout the rest 

of the year. It's safe to say DEVMO has found her sound as she combines melodic choruses and fast paced 

rapping verses to create a style all her own.  

Contact Info  

devmo310@gmail.com  

(310) 310-1829  

1205 W Sherwin Ave Apt 101  

Chicago, IL 60626  

 

Diversity Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Diversity Talent Agency seeks to provide quality speakers, music, comedy, poetry and programs at an 

affordable price to educate, entertain and enlighten. It is our mission to bridge the cultural divide and shed 

light on issues that will build a bridge to a better tomorrow. By catering our programming to your need, we 

are able to offer services that tackle diversity issues head on.  
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Contact Info  

DiversityTalentAgency@gmail.com  

(770) 210-5579  

PO Box 277  

Lovejoy, GA 30250  

 

DMS, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

jeff@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

18 Maiden Cir  

Malta, NY 12020  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rstowe@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(404) 351-2263  

296 14th St NW  

Atlanta, GA 30318  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

cmcclure@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(704) 339-0100  

512 East Blvd  

Charlotte, NC 28203  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

bherndon@eastcoastentertainment.com  
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(919) 875-1800  

8364 Six Forks Rd Ste 200  

Raleigh, NC 27615  

 

ECE Touring/EastCoast Entertainment  

Regions: All  

We have awesome artists and shows in all budget ranges! ECE Touring/ECE (EastCoast Entertainment) has 

represented the best in the live music, booking talented solo artists, bands, DJ's and comedians from 

coffeehouses to national concerts- for the entire U.S. Along the way, we've expanded our artists to include 

the extraordinary legendary comedy of The Second City Touring Company, National Recording Artists The 

Hunts, Kevin MaC, Rich Girls Comedy, Farewell Angelina, The Shack Band, FLY Dance Company, iO, Three 

Sheets to the Wind, DJ Illumination, Hiplet, Blue Label, DJ Shelley, Justin Trawick & The Common Good, 20 

Ride and more. Need diversity? We've got it. Need an agency that's friendly and easy to reach? We're here 

even if you have an entertainment emergency! Need artists who are professional, easy to work with and 

absolutely fantastic? They exist in droves! Thanks for checking out our website. We look forward to hearing 

from you!  

Contact Info  

kkaminski@bookece.com  

(804) 355-2178  

703 Southlake Blvd  

North Chesterfield, VA 23236  

 

Entertainment Connect LLC  

Regions: All  

Entertainment Connect is a Talent Agency founded to connect premier entertainers, athletes, and influencers 

to career-advancing opportunities. Entertainment Connect provides a platform for professional talent to 

enhance their individual brands by diversifying their engagement opportunities in world culture, social 

leadership, and community involvement.  

Our Mission: To entertain and inspire audiences all over the work, helping our clients to create exciting and 

memorable experiences.  

Our Values: Customer Service | Excellence | Quality | Dependability |  Integrity | Creativity| Passion|   

Contact Info  

jdada@entertainmentconnect.net  

(713) 992-8228  
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2513 Cleburne St  

Houston, TX 77004  

 

Event Resources Presents, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Event Resources Presents, Inc. is a longstanding entertainment consulting company that advises clients 

regarding event planning details and purchasing talent. We serve a wide variety of clients including colleges, 

theatres, arenas, festivals and special events by acting as their booking agent representative. Our solid 

reputation within the entertainment industry is the result of our passion for excellence, educational 

philosophy, long-term relationships and personalized service.  

Contact Info  

di@eventresourcespresents.com  

(920) 432-6678  

3330 Bay Settlement Rd  

Green Bay, WI 54311  

 

Fresh Variety  

Regions: All  

Fresh Variety provides the college market with high quality comedy based variety acts that are always 

interactive. Laugh, be amused and be part of the show!  

Contact Info  

laura@freshvariety.com  

(603) 396-6787  

4 Birch Court  

Goffstown, NH 03054  

 

GigRoster.com by Professional Entertainment  

Regions: All  

GigRoster is one of the most comprehensive Talent Buying Services for Colleges and University Events in The 

USA. Serving all Major Markets, with literally hundreds of artists and performing groups, GigRoster and our 

staff of professionals can handle anything from a single booking to a full, robust schedule of entertainment 

for the year. Browse the roster any time. It is simply the easiest way to book talent... Period! Entertainment 

brings everything to life and GigRoster makes finding the best choices for easy. Whether you are planning a 

concert  
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event, a band for a show, a lecture series or a DJ for a student dance we make finding all the choices easy. On 

line or working with one of our personal consultants we provide you with a great experience hiring your talent!  

Contact Info  

darrell@gigroster.com  

(800) 801-2484  

PO Box 78593  

Seattle, WA 98178  

 

Global Talent HQ, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

gpolvere@gthq.org  

(347) 385-6879  

42 Delevan St Ste 3  

Brooklyn, NY 11231  

 

GP Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Full Service Booking Agency, known for Novelty Entertainers such as Joel Meyers (Comedy Magician) and Eric 

Mina (Comedy Hypnosis). WE ARE THE #1 Resource for Ghost Hunters in the country. Comedian, Game Shows, 

Psychic Fairs, Casino Nights, and Lectures. Our music roster is getting larger and receiving great praise. The 

Boy Band Project is showcasing Nationals along with breakthrough artist Cassidi. Along with the vocals of Ryan 

Quinn from Season 10 The Voice. Music is the new force for GP Entertainment. We also do MAJOR concerts. 

Let us know how we can help you.  

Contact Info  

tim@gpentertainment.com  

(315) 859-1745  

101 Main St  

Whitesboro, NY 13492  

 

GrooveBoston (GBM6)  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

bobbyd@grooveboston.com  
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(888) 815-9694 x1  

21 Olympia Avenue  

Woburn, MA 01801  

 

Heads Music  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rachel@headsmusic.com  

(774) 280-6931  

221 E 59th St Fl 3  

New York, NY 10022  

 

Hoffman Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Hoffman Entertainment Inc. represents Wayne Hoffman the mentalist & illusionist. The agency also represents 

bands, comedians, DJ's, saxophonists, quick-change artists, and more. A member of NACA since 2003, Hoffman 

Entertainment provides both live acts and dynamic speakers for college campuses.  

Contact Info  

wayne@ilovehoffman.com  

(323) 464-2000  

21301 S Tamiami Trl  

Estero, FL 33928  

 

Hood Sahara  

Regions: All  

Hood Sahara has paved the way for themselves to be one of the most innovative groups in the New York Hip-

Hop/R&B scene. An eclectic 3-man experimental hip hop group combining various musical elements, from 

soulful rhythms and harmonies to hard-hitting rhymes that’s sure to get any size crowd dancing.  

Contact Info  

stawilian@gmail.com  

(818) 416-8148  

178 N 11th St  

Brooklyn, NY 11211  
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Horhay Hendrix management  

Region: West  

Contact Info  

HorhayHendrix@gmail.com  

(425) 351-8304  

2005 Davis Ave S  

Renton, WA 98055  

 

Houla Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Houla Entertainment is a college, fair, festival, performing arts centers, cruise lines, casinos, corporate and 

private event booking agency. Our talented artists entertain audiences from the very small and intimate to 

the very large festival-type. These artists perform various genres of music and are based in various cities 

throughout the United States and Canada. We are an experienced middle booking agency working with 

national touring acts including music, speakers, and comedians. We will help you negotiate the contract and 

save you $$$. Houla Entertainment books only the best artists in the business! Houla Entertainment is Where 

the Big Dogs Play!  

Contact Info  

leemayer@houlaentertainment.com  

(865) 414-9266  

P O Box 31688  

Knoxville, TN 37930  

 

Jus' Wiggin Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

juswign@yahoo.com  

(301) 221-4540  

7862 Oxon Ct  

White Plains, MD 20695  

 

KENNEDY WARD OFFICIAL  

Regions: All  
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Kennedy Ward born and raised out of the San Fernando Valley. The Calabasas native dropped his second debut 

album “Up To No Good” in 2019. With 9 years under his belt K is known for doing it all when it comes to music: 

writing, producing, engineering, and spitting across all genres. The 26 year old musical genius is passionate 

about becoming a cultural staple in the Hip-Hop world by showcasing his gripping melodic cadence and 

storytelling skills matched with his powerful voice that speaks to the people. K is currently open for show 

bookings and seeking to work with like-minded industry professionals, his fan base has been growing here in 

the LA Area. With a draw of about 75-100 attendees to his Performances. We are now interested in opening 

for a major headliner in the Los Angeles area. Along with the proper promotional time I'm confident will can 

double in tickets sales with our current momentum. Currently on his first local tour Kennedy recent released 

an EP Up To No Good which is now streaming on all platforms. Looking forward to Working with you all.  

Contact Info  

kennedymichaelward@gmail.com  

(615) 894-4240  

27057 Esward Dr  

Calabasas, CA 91301  

 

Kirkland Productions & KP Comedy  

Regions: All  

Kirkland Productions is a campus entertainment agency specializing in entertainment and educational 

programs for colleges and universities across the country. We also provide entertainment, training classes, 

and workshops to corporations, and individual groups. We pride ourselves on offering professional 

entertainers, quality programs, and the highest level of service to our customers. When you hire your 

entertainment through Kirkland Productions, you can be assured of personal attention and marketing 

assistance to help make your program a great success. Kirkland Productions is a member of NACA, NODA, 

AFLV, and AFA.  

Contact Info  

brian@kirklandproductions.com  

(866) 769-9037  

6711 Katella Ave  

Cypress, CA 90630  

 

Kosmic Slop  

Regions: All  
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Great nephew of award-winning Harptones ("Sunday Kind of Love, Life is But a Dream" & more) member, 

Willie Winfield, Louis Winfield, Jr. was born & raised in Greensboro, NC where he developed a deep love of 

music. By age 7, Louis learned to play Tighten Up by Archie Bell on the guitar. As he grew older, his interest 

with music grew deeper, which led him to learn & master other instruments; eventually leading him to become 

a world-class musician. After finishing school, Louis's dreams of being a musician grew more intense landing 

him a spot with the artist, Tom Browne ("Jamaica Funk"). From there, he performed internationally throughout 

Europe with his Godfather & Blues legend, Roy Roberts. After the tour, Roberts took young Louis under his 

wing; giving him studio time which lead to a one year tour where Louis met General Norman Johnson and his 

Chairman of the Board band ("Give Me Just a Little More Time"). Louis was then given an open invitation to 

join Johnson in the studio, furthering his education in both producing and in the music business. Louis’s career 

got a major boost when he played live with The Tams. He also played alongside their daughter, Tiny, in her 

Grammy Award-winning group Xscape ("Just Kicking It"). Today, Louis lives in Nashville, TN. As the artist and 

band leader, Kosmic Slop, Louis and his band are focused on bringing the party to diverse audiences around 

the world with their psychedelic funk, hip-hop, pop, R&B/Soul music. When not touring, Louis keeps busy 

writing and producing. ACCOMPLISHMENTS Tours and Experience: Bon Jovi w/Billy Falcon, Circle Tour, 2011; 

Steven Tyler from Aerosmith – Hit TV Show “Nashville”; Christina Aguilera – Hit TV Show “Nashville”; Xscape, 

2004 Tours; Kimberly Locke, American Idol Finalist Season 2; Crystal Shawanda w/Reba McIntire & Brad Paisley 

– Party Tour; Tom Browne Band;  The Tams, Tours; Mike Farris, Tours Featured in: New York Times, YES, 

Weekly!, ABC’s hit TV show – Nashville, Dove Awards  

Contact Info  

louiswinfield@yahoo.com  

(615) 580-6593  

3416 Cortona Way  

Murfreesboro, TN 37129  

 

Live Life Headphones  

Regions: All  

Live Life Headphones creates an innovative yet unforgettable experience for those of all ages by 

simultaneously using 3 different music channels and wireless technology. Whether it’s a birthday party, 

corporate event, school function or social gathering, Live Life Headphones is dedicated to connecting guests 

with one another through our wireless headphones. We enjoy bringing people together and being able to 

curate a different form of entertainment for the culture.  

Contact Info  

jmoore.livelife@gmail.com  
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(404) 780-9414  

314 Glenn Street SW  

Atlanta, GA 30312  

 

Main Stage Productions  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mikeg@main-stageproductions.com  

(203) 776-5325  

44 Benton St  

New Haven, CT 06515  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

Metropolis Management & Entertainment Group  

Regions: All  

A Leading Entertainment Agency Metropolis Management is a full service music and entertainment company. 

With over 15 years of impeccable service, Metropolis Management has been developing and providing 

premier talent globally. 

Contact Info  

joyce@metropolismanagement.com  

(877) 536-5374  

PO Box 1784  

Newark, CA 94560  

 

Neon Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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For over 25 years, Neon Entertainment's mission has been to provide the best in comedy, music, variety 

entertainers, speakers and novelty giveaways and events. It's "user friendly" and laid-back approach is the 

corner stone of what the agency is built on. A service philosophy that has gained the agency many accolades, 

including the honour of being named Agency of the Year 2014 and 2007 by APCA, in addition to nominations 

for Agency of the Year in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, & 2012 by APCA, the National Association for Campus 

Activities and Campus Activities Magazine collectively. Neon represents entertainers that have appeared on 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live, Comedy Central, MTV, HBO, and NBC, just to name a 

few. In addition to live entertainers, they provide a number of interactive services, from inflatable games, to 

novelty giveaways and special events and also represent nationally known acts and speakers, motivational, 

and team building specialists.  

Contact Info  

scott@neon-entertainment.com  

(716) 836-6366  

3577 Harlem Rd  

Buffalo, NY 14225  

 

New Olympus Music LLC  

Regions: All  

New Olympus Music productions is Film and stage base entertainment company.  

Contact Info  

joeyangels@newolympusmusic.com  

(213) 985-8018  

1370 W 20th St  

Los Angeles, CA 90007  

 

NoRoom Management  

Regions: All  

Client & Event Management Company.  

Contact Info  

chucknoroommanagement@gmail.com  

(404) 307-2902  

5473 Orchard Ct  

Stone Mountain, GA 30083  
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OnCampusText  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@oncampustext.com  

(617) 359-8634  

PO Box 220307  

Boston, MA 02122  

 

PARADIGM  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

tschultz@paradigmagency.com  

(831) 375-4889  

404 W Franklin St  

Monterey, CA 93940  

 

Platinum Music  

Region: West  

Platinum Music is bringing you Hip Hop, R&B, Top 40, POP, Latin, Reggaeton. Our fourteen artists are quickly 

making a name for themselves as their music penetrates the airwaves. A couple of our artists, Erica Rose and 

Wil J have been listed on Spotify's "Artists to Follow" as their energetic music quickly climbs the charts.  

Contact Info  

pmandal@relevantsocialapp.com  

(510) 205-4426  

Fremont, CA 94539  

 

Power Performers Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

robertchanning11@gmail.com  

(315) 735-9667  

41 Ironwood Rd  

New Hartford, NY 13413  
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Pretty Polly Productions  

Regions: All  

Pretty Polly Productions is the fastest-growing concert middle agency in the country. Why? Service. Getting 

the act you want show-after-show is a given. But what about after your show is booked? That's where we 

excel. Pretty Polly commits the time, energy, resources and skill necessary to make sure your concert events 

are a true success. We top the competition because we take the time to focus on and fully understand the 

needs and goals of our college and university clients (of which there are over 100). We generate ideas and put 

them into action to achieve their student life initiatives, enhance their campus culture and diversity interests 

and strengthen community relations. We specialize in providing top-flight talent as well as expertise in all key 

concert programming areas, including contract negotiation, marketing strategy and execution, ticketing 

service, and box office management, venue preparation, event staffing and organization, production 

coordination (e.g.; sound, lighting, and staging) and on-site representation at your show. At Pretty Polly 

Productions, you're not just a talent buyer, you're a client, and for our clients, we do all in our power to get 

the best results. At Pretty Polly Productions, you're not just a talent buyer, you're a client, and for our clients, 

we do all in our power to get the best results.  

Contact Info  

jonb@prettypolly.com  

(781) 626-2180  

PO Box 600587  

Newtonville, MA 02460  

 

Quelle the Prophet  

Regions: All  

It is usually unexpected silences when artist/producer Quelle the Prophet (Q.T.P) takes the stage. Due to his 

striking look of indifference and chubby stature, the crowd is unsure of how to take this not-so-stereotypical 

image of a hip hop artist. However, the silences are quickly turned into adoration by the time Quelle is 

finishing up... the first song of his set! With a jazz/soul fusion incorporated into his hip hop roots, Q.T.P can 

sometimes surprise audiences with a soulful record immediately after performing a blood-pumping dance 

track (and vice versa!) Q.T.P started traveling the southeast in 2014; honing his craft by working with the 

hottest up-and-coming artists, and participating in multiple curated shows/open mics/talent showcases. 

Q.T.P is also one half of a Southern Duo called Closely Related (Partnering with long-time friend from New 

Orleans, Todd P.) Currently Q.T.P. has been under the radar since 2014; only releasing one song *Outlet 

(Straight Up)* on multiple music streaming platforms, and being spotted performing at curated shows. Once 

there was a time  
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Q.T.P was releasing countless music via Soundcloud and Datpiff; but that has slowed down, as he intends to 

spend even more time traveling, performing, and growing his fan base.  

Contact Info  

quelletp@gmail.com  

(803) 464-5057  

522 Vineyards Crossing Dr  

Columbia, SC 29229  

 

Rebelle Events  

Regions: All  

Rebelle Events is More Than a Booking Agency. We are a community of people adding value to the culture of 

our organizations. One comedian, musician, poet, magician and speaker at a time. Rebelle Events provides 

nearly 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry and makes live entertainment accessible to all 

campuses and organizations, nation-wide. We know a lot but will never claim to know it all. Our success is 

driven by a constant desire to grow and gain new perspectives in order to provide premier entertainment and 

an excellent customer experience. This is Your Agency. Let’s Rebelle Together.  

Contact Info  

melissa@rebelleevents.com  

(651) 447-4944  

PO Box 25941  

Saint Paul, MN 55125  

 

SJS Booking  

Region: West  

SJS Booking is a small niche booking agency specializing in college concert tours.  

Contact Info  

scott@sjsbooking.com  

(747) 201-7056  

14946 Sherman Way Apt 108  

Van Nuys, CA 91405  

 

Sound Specialist Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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Contact Info  

info@sseevents.net  

(502) 541-5015  

812 Lyndon Lane #202  

Louisville, KY 40222  

 

SpeakOut  

Regions: All  

SpeakOut is the country's only non-profit speaker agency. We are dedicated to the advancement of education, 

racial and social justice, cultural literacy, leadership development, and activism. Our network of speakers, 

artists, and strategic partners provide experiential learning opportunities through lectures, workshops, film 

screenings, performances, exhibits, and curriculum development.  

Contact Info  

felicia@speakoutnow.org  

(510) 601-0182  

PO Box 22748  

Oakland, CA 94609  

 

The Barry Agency  

Regions: All  

“Book someone who will grab your attention! The Barry Agency specializes in providing high-quality clean 

musicians, entertainers and speakers for college / university events! Choose between singer-songwriters, 

duos, comedians, magicians, rock bands, dancers, jugglers, and lecturers. Only the best speakers and 

entertainers will make your event remarkable. The Barry Agency …. We’re one talented bunch!”  

Contact Info  

info@thebarryagency.com  

(763) 550-0513  

8358 Viale Circle  

Naples, FL 34114  

 

The College Agency 

Regions: All  

The College Agency specializes in providing exceptional entertainment, extraordinary educators, and unique 

programs to the student activities marketplace and college campuses across the country.  
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Contact Info  

booking@thecollegeagency.com  

(651) 222-9669  

7907 Stafford Trail  

Savage, MN 55378  

 

The Firin Squad  

Region: West  

 

Contact Info  

thefirinsquad@gmail.com  

(310) 491-4324  

6210 Santa Monica Blvd Ste A  

Los Angeles, CA 90038  

 

The Talent Compass  

Regions: All  

The Talent Compass is a reputable talent buying agency that provides its clients with extensive guidance in 

navigating the complex and ever-changing world of live entertainment. We specialize in college music and 

entertainment, booking A-list artists to perform concerts, comedy shows and lectures. The Talent Compass 

simplifies the booking process and liaises with talent representatives, making it easy for schools to secure top 

notch artists within their allocated budget and genre parameters. We brainstorm ideas, generate tailored lists 

of available acts with accurate fees, and expertly advance dates including contracts and payments. Most 

importantly, we effectively negotiate deals and know what to ask for on behalf of our clients. We also 

represent select talent exclusively on the lecture circuit. The Talent Compass provides exceptional service - 

from the initial inquiry to the final applause. We're here to navigate the talent world for you!  

Contact Info  

jtunick@talentcompass.com  

(212) 647-0947  

7 York Road  

Larchmont, NY 10538  

 

T-Ray The Violinist  

Regions: All  
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T-Ray The Violinist is a passionate and resilient visionary who has taken his unique violin performance outside 

of its stereotypical arena and has transformed it into a catalyst, which has people jumping out of their seats 

to hit the dance floor. T-Ray grew up to the sounds of 90s RnB, Hip-Hop, Jazz, funk and classical music, which 

influenced and motivated him to merge the sounds of each genre to mature into his own distinctive sound. 

Throughout his professional career thus far he has graced the stages of the Myrtle Beach Jazz Festival, New 

Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Voodoo Festival, tour London, United Kingdom and has been privileged to 

work with the likes of Tank and The Bangas, Big Freedia, Hill Harper, Con Funk Shun, Sheryl Underwood and 

Chef Garvin of The Food Network. T-Ray The Violinist is an artist at the forefront of a movement with an 

incomparable sound sure to leave a lasting impression. 

Contact Info  

info@t-raytheviolinist.com  

(657) 229-5515  

PO Box 4106  

New Orleans, LA 70178  

 

Tyrhee Spivey  

Region: West  

Tyrhee Rashad Spivey, is rapidly becoming one of the #1 Viral & Stand-Up Comedians of this era. San Diego, 

California native, but now resides in Los Angeles, Spivey is currently selling out comedy clubs & watching his 

social media videos go viral on a daily basis. Nine years & going strong, Tyrhee has performed at the Los 

Angeles Improv, The Laugh Factory, The Comedy Store & The Comedy Union, & The Comedy Palace in San 

Diego, CA. Recently, Spivey put on a riveting performance at The Comedy Union & there wasn’t an empty seat 

in the house. Spivey’s aspirations to be a phenomenal comedian are credited to legendary comedians, Jamie 

Foxx, Martin Lawrence & comedy stand-up coach David Arnold. To witness natural talent is an understatement 

when in Spivey’s presence. With his addictive personality & contagious explosive energy, fans can’t help but 

laugh as soon as he enters the room. A non-believer of regrets, but “Not doing it sooner,” is Tyrhee’s life lesson 

learned. All his life, he has always been the funny one. But, it took nervousness to get out of the way of his 

courage to get him on stage. Lil’ Dreamer, one of Spivey’s most known characters is an urban rapper on his 

Tres Leches movement. Listening to his viral comedic raps & watching his daily comical videos always leave his 

fans eager for more. The success of this famed character is one of the catalysts for Spivey’s up & coming 

projects that include a nationwide tour coming soon. Every day without fail, Tyrhee makes sure to laugh at 

every moment that he gets. Tyrhee Spivey is definitely a force to be reckoned with. Not to see his comedy, 

would be disservice to life. Laughter heals & Tyrhee Spivey is just what the doctor ordered. Father, Son, 

Brother & Best Friend to many, he never ceases to amaze.  
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Contact Info  

thefaketyrhee@gmail.com  

(424) 248-5515  

6716 Clybourn Ave Unit 225  

North Hollywood, CA 91606  

 

United Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mark.gordon@unitedtalent.com  

(310) 246-6009  

9336 Civic Center Dr  

Beverly Hills, CA 90210  

 

Wally's World of Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@houseofwally.com  

(800) 476-0442  

159 Sunset Dr  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(212) 903-1361  

1325 Avenue of The Americas  

New York, NY 10019  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sschulcz@WMEAgency.com  

(212) 903-1302  
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11 Madison Ave  

New York, NY 10010  

 

WolfPack Forever LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

kingtay215@gmail.com  

(267) 581-5164  

1111 69th Ave  

Philadelphia, PA 19126  

 

Young Chicago Authors  

Regions: All  

Through creative writing, Young Chicago Authors helps young people from all backgrounds to understand the 

importance of their own stories and those of others, so that they can pursue the path they choose and work 

to make their communities more just and equitable. YCA exposes young people to hip-hop realist portraiture 

and teaches them how to create their own authentic narratives through a variety of arts education programs 

both in and out of the classroom. These programs include free Education Partnerships for qualifying Chicago 

schools, free weekly writing workshops and open mics for young poets, journalists, and emcees, and Louder 

Than A Bomb, the largest youth poetry slam in the country  

Contact Info 

nick@youngchicagoauthors.org  

(773) 592-1011  

1180 N. Milwaukee Ave  

Chicago, IL 60642  

 

Zak Music Official  

Region: West  

Zak's compelling soul-driven sound started where he grew up in the San Francisco, Bay Area. Bringing a new 

a feel back into Urban Contemporary, Zak is grabbing the attention of Hip Hop/ RnB fans who find a certain 

nostalgia in his voice. He intrigued listeners in 2018 with his debut single, "The Wave", and returned again in 

2019 with a charming spring time record in "Comin' Around" which was picked up on Spotify's Discover 

Weekly. The young Singer/ Songwriter has not only amassed a catalogue of colourful records, but has also 

continually followed up with innovative music videos. Claiming a clear sound, Zak has also been drawn out in  
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comparison to artists like Amy Winehouse, Adam Levine, Mac Miller, and Anderson Paak. Most recently, Zak's 

been covering the California circuit, doing show from San Francisco to San Diego. He's now releasing weekly 

singles based off of his 2019 Summer Jam Tour through California. Tickets / Music at Zakofficial.com 

@imjustzak.  

Contact Info  

info@zakofficial.com  

(650) 799-7256  

401 S La Fayette Park Pl Apt 306  

Los Angeles, CA 90057  

 

Lecture  

(Derek Fitzgerald) Recycledman Speaks  

Regions: All  

Derek Fitzgerald Bio Founder, Recycledman Foundation Endurance athlete and speaker Derek Fitzgerald is a 

survivor of Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, heart failure and ultimately a heart transplant. After receiving his life-

saving transplant in 2011, Derek entered the world of endurance sports and became dedicated to helping 

others going through their own healthcare journeys. Derek is an advocate for cancer research, heart health 

and organ donation. He founded the Recycledman Foundation, a non-profit organization created to improve 

quality of life for those affected by significant health challenges, in addition to serving on the board of several 

charities. Since 2011, Derek has upheld his life’s mission to honour his donor’s gift. He has completed over 90 

endurance events, including a coast-to-coast bike ride and multiple IRONMAN races, including the prestigious 

World Championship in Kona, Hawaii. He is the only cancer survivor and heart transplant recipient to complete 

a full IRONMAN distance race. Derek lives in Doylestown, Pennsylvania. When not training or speaking, Derek 

can be found spending quality time with his family.  

Contact Info  

erin@recycledmanspeaks.com  

(484) 756-1693  

303 W State St Apt 332  

Doylestown, PA 18901  

 

Adam Grabowski Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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#SAYITANYWAY, and live-polling, audience-interactive Title IX comedy consent lecture: CONSENT(SUS)! After 

9 years of touring, Adam's goal is to help prevent suicide and eliminate the stigma of mental health 

conversations by helping students understand the humorous difficulties of life, college, emotions, and dating!  

Contact Info  

info@AdamGrabowski.com  

(708) 899-2326  

7901 Arlington St  

Tinley Park, IL 60477  

 

Admire Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Award winning boutique agency specializing in ORIENTATION, Comedy and Speakers for colleges. We 

understand that you want to be entertained and we also understand you want to make an impact on your 

students.  

Contact Info  

barbara@admireentertainment.com  

(845) 365-3436  

PO Box 152  

Palisades, NY 10964  

 

A-Game  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

frathouseproductions314@gmail.com  

(314) 687-9814  

3128 Edwards Pl  

Maryland Heights, MO 63043  

 

American Program Bureau  

Regions: All  

With over 50 years of industry experience, American Program Bureau (APB) was founded to provide an open 

forum for individuals to voice their opinions and points of view. Today we have the largest speaker roster in 

the industry, from entertainers and politicians to business leaders and renowned public intellectuals. Our  
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program consultants have a unique understanding of the markets they serve, and are the best in the industry 

at creatively pairing the right speakers with the right programs to ultimately create an unforgettable event.  

Contact Info  

rdavis@apbspeakers.com  

(617) 614-1618  

1 Gateway Ctr Ste 751  

Newton, MA 02458  

 

Artemis Boutique Booking Agency  

Regions: All  

ARTEMIS the heart soul impact agency bringing you extraordinary humans and extraordinary experiences 

music • spoken word • comedy • speakers • exhale • we the people • zenstop  

Contact Info  

jilan@artemisbba.com  

(415) 786-4649  

140 Boulder St  

Nevada City, CA 95959  

 

Ashley International, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Did you know that, at any given moment, 71% of the U.S. workforce is on the job hunt? And get this… Career 

Coach, Speaker and Hay House Author Ashley Stahl argues that this statistic isn’t due to job seekers 

outgrowing their job, but rather because most job seekers aren’t clear on who they are or what they want… 

As a result, they search tirelessly for a job that feels like home to them and accidentally turn their resume 

into a graveyard of trial and error… Ashley is here to remind you that it doesn’t have to be this way, be it 

through her e-courses on how to find your purpose at work or land a new job you love, her books, her 

Forbes column or through her speaking. She’s here to help millennials learn the truth about career clarity: a 

lack of clarity isn’t about clarity… It’s about being disconnected from themselves—their likes, interests and 

authentic selves. She’s walked on more than 100 stages as keynote, including TEDx, IBM, Steve Harvey’s 

VAULT Conference, MGM Grand, and has also been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, and 

more to help today’s working professional connect to who they truly are, their confidence and best career 

options. Named a “Top 99 Foreign Policy Leader Under 33” by Diplomatic Courier Magazine for her work in 

counterterrorism for the Pentagon at a young age, Ashley’s no stranger to career pivots, leadership and self-

exploration. Ashley earned her Master’s degree in international relations from King’s College London, and 

another Master’s in Spiritual Psychology at  
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the University of Santa Monica. She holds a Bachelor’s degree from University of Redlands in government, 

history and French. She’s a fluent French speaker, and intermediate in Arabic.  

Contact Info  

ashley.m.stahl@gmail.com  

(310) 804-8481  

206 Rangely Ct  

Simi Valley, CA 93065  

 

Ask Monica Mason  

Region: West  

Monica Mason is a business professional with 25+years in the entertainment industry, who is especially 

passionate about helping teens and young adults to develop their potential. She specializes in adulting skills 

including assault avoidance. Author of “STAYING SELF IN COLLEGE: Practical Tips to Avoid Sexual Assault, 

Physical Assault, and Stalking”, she speaks to students in an effort to reduce the staggering numbers of sexual 

assaults. Her mission to empower young adults with the necessary life skills that will provide a foundation for 

success in all aspects of their lives is near and dear to her. During her tenure at NBC Universal, she mentored 

numerous college interns. She served as a volunteer tutor and mentor to students at two Los Angeles public 

schools. A participant of the NBCU Executive Mentorship Program, she worked with mentees from various 

divisions within the company. She has been a featured speaker on diabetic emergency recognition and 

response for law enforcement agencies throughout Southern California. Monica integrates both an analytical 

and creative approach to her business consulting, coaching and speaking, with a focus on helping clients build 

resiliency, skills, and increased confidence while in pursuit of their goals. A recipient of several GE Ovation 

Awards for both Leadership and Innovation and is a graduate of UCLA. She is proud to have raised a confident 

young woman who is attending college. The world is your palette, paint it in the image you want to see. Let 

me inspire your students.  

Contact Info  

monica@askmonicamason.com  

(424) 440-4936  

10340 Almayo Ave | Suite 2  

Los Angeles, CA 90064  

 

AudienceView  

Regions: All  
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AudienceView believes in the power of live events and its purpose is to ignite that passion in people around 

the world. As the essential partner to get live events discovered, attended and remembered, we serve the 

entire industry, regardless of genre or size, and help our clients sell more tickets every single day. Through an 

unmatched set of solutions that includes innovative technology, popular consumer brands and a unique 

engagement model, we support 9,000+ venues, process over $3 billion in ticketing and fundraising 

transactions and sell over 110-million tickets each year.  

Contact Info  

cameron.rivers@audienceview.com  

(416) 687-2000  

200 Wellington Street West  

Toronto, ON M5V3C7  

 

Babco Entertainment LLC  

Regions: All  

Babco Entertainment LLC is a Full-Service concert event management and booking agency that works with 

Colleges and Universities on concert event programming. We are dedicated to superior customer service, 

honesty, experience and dedication to its clients. Our goal is to bring our expertise and professionalism to each 

event. The following is a list of our services: Talent Buying, Offer Process, Artist Contract and Rider Negotiation, 

Production Services (including but not limited to: sound, lights, staging, backline, barricade, staffing, local 

ground transportation, catering, etc.), Ticketing | Box Office, Advertising | Marketing | Promotions. Babco 

Entertainment LLC works for schools and on behalf of schools. You get our personal attention and commitment 

to make your event a success.  

Contact Info  

melissa@babcoentertainment.com  

(866) 335-8777  

P.O. Box 772470  

Coral Springs, FL 33077  

 

Bass/Schuler Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Bass/Schuler has established itself as representing some of the best known names in college, festival and 

corporate markets today. Our friendly agents offer music, comedy, speakers, live novelties, games and 

variety acts. Bass/Schuler Entertainment has been the recipient of Campus Activities Magazine’s Reader’s 

Choice  
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"Agency of the Year" Award eight times and has been nominated every year since the agency’s 1999 inception. 

For all of this we are very thankful.  

Contact Info  

chris@bass-schuler.com  

(773) 481-2600  

4055 W Peterson Ave Ste 206  

Chicago, IL 60646  

 

BLONDELL ENTERTAINMENT LLC  

Regions: All  

Shelby Blondell is a European Indie Music chart topping, Songwriter | Singer | & Inventor, from Linthicum MD, 

whose determination shows that even brain surgeries cannot get her down. Shelby has played alongside 

national acts such as James Arthur, Pentatonix, Sabrina Carpenter and Howie Day while playing at iconic 

venues such as Blues Alley with her incredible band. Her music has been featured on radio stations both 

nationally and internationally, with a radio hit TOP 10, "Fun In The Sun", on the European Indie Music Charts. 

Shelby has also made national buzz when mentioned by Elizabeth Banks, Cosmopolitan and Seventeen 

Magazine. From house shows to national venues, private parties to an interactive experience for Children's 

Hospitals or conference events, Shelby Blondell is an artist whose music has a unique sound that can only be 

described as if Johnny Cash, Sara Bareilles and Adele are having a tailgate. “I say I’m a songwriter first because 

it’s my songs that I want to touch people's lives. Whether it’s a song I’m writing, event I’m playing or product 

I’m developing, I want to have an impact and be a light   

for others as many have been for me. Thank you for continuing to Live, Laugh, Love, Dream and Believe in 

me.” Much Love & God Bless, Shelby Blondell  

Contact Info  

Shelbyblondell@gmail.com  

(443) 827-7897  

326 Tulip Oak Ct  

Linthicum, MD 21090  

 

Book A Muslim  

Regions: All  

Celebrate Muslim Culture Speakers. Artists. Performers. Exhibits. Workshops.  

Contact Info  

contact@bookamuslim.com  
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(775) 372-7462  

98 Kessel Ct  

Madison, WI 53711  

 

Brave Enough Artist Agency  

Regions: All  

Brave Enough Artist Agency is a premier booking and management agency based in Nashville, TN. It was 

founded by Mark Miller, one half of the Indie/Pop music and tea duo, So Long Solo. 

Contact Info  

mark@braveenough.com  

(615) 801-2415  

135 Ridgeview Trace  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

Coast To Coast Music  

Region: West  

We work with different types of musical acts and some speakers who tour the west coast a lot. We book about 

25 to 40 colleges shows per year for our clients. I teach at Musicians Institute in Hollywood so I have access to 

all kinds of talent....if you are looking for a special act for your special event, please contact us. I also mentor 

musicians and students who want to enter the Music Business field. I do workshops monthly in Los Angeles 

through our partner company MusicBizMentors.com.  

Contact Info  

coastnaca@yahoo.com  

(818) 376-1380  

7259 Balboa Blvd  

Van Nuys, CA 91406  

 

Collective Speakers  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sean@c-ent.com  

(720) 778-2776  

1495 Canyon Blvd. 

Boulder, CO 80302  
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Concert Ideas, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Concert Ideas is the country's largest college middle agent, helping 300+ schools all across the country produce 

more than 400 shows a year. We work with all genres of music, comedy and performing arts, and deal with 

anything from small coffeehouse shows to full-scale arena events. Our job is to find you the best acts available 

within your budget and available dates, and then assist you with everything from getting promotional 

materials, to editing contracts and securing productions companies.  

Contact Info  

harrisg@concertideas.com  

(845) 679-6000  

73 Ratterman Rd  

Woodstock, NY 12498  

 

Conscious Campus  

Regions: All  

At Conscious Campus our mission is to provide inspiring programs that build social and cultural awareness, 

foster community and promote greater acceptance and respect. Performing Art/Music: Eclectic, multi-cultural 

and out of the box artists for “edu-tainment” or just pure fun! Lectures: Dynamic speakers that create lasting 

shifts on campuses and invite students to deeper reflection of themselves, their community, and the world 

they live in. Workshops/Debates: Our engaging workshops and debates are designed to leave you with the 

resources and the seeds to build a movement of your own.  

Contact Info  

greg@consciouscampus.com  

(860) 210-9639  

137 Danbury Rd.  

New Milford, CT 06776  

 

Corna Productions, LLC  

Regions: All  

A female leadership speaker with rare international business experience that speaks on the topics of global 

leadership, diversity, and women empowerment.  

Contact Info  

hello@hilarycorna.com  

(800) 723-0537  
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801 W 5th St. Apt 705  

Austin, TX 78703  

 

Creative Artists Agency  

Regions: All  

The market share leader, CAA represents more artists ranked among the top 100 tours of the year worldwide 

than its next three competitors combined, according to Pollstar. CAA's touring clients cross every genre, from 

comedy, pop, rock, alternative, and country, to hip-hop/R&B, Latin, faith-based, and dance.  

 

Contact Info  

christian.amechi@caa.com  

(424) 288-2823  

2000 Avenue of the Stars  

Los Angeles, CA 90067  

 

CreativeWell, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@creativewell.com  

(973) 783-7575  

PO Box 3130  

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043  

 

Cutting Edge Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Cutting Edge Entertainment is a multi-purpose entertainment provider that is responsive to the ever-

changing needs of both clients and performers. In over a decade of operation, we have managed many 

exclusive accounts, assisted hundreds of artists in pursuing their careers and established an enduring 

relationship with many of our clients. We are proud to be known as the people to call when quality and 

value are priorities. Our select roster includes fine contemporary and popular music, comedy and novelty, 

and programmed entertainment. Cutting Edge is also a national leader in providing multi-cultural acts for 

business, education and community events. We are priced to fit every budget. We energetically apply our 

imagination and skills to the many talents that contribute to a successful event. The creative staff at Cutting 

Edge introduces new  
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concepts in event planning and production, designing practical, original occasions tailored to client 

requirements. Feel free to call on us for further information. 

Contact Info  

rjockel@cuttingedgeentertain.com  

(888) 221-6538  

41 Mountain View Ave  

Avon, CT 06001  

 

Darren J. Gendron  

Region: West  

Darren J. Gendron is a known scallywag, as well as an author, stand-up comedian and board game designer. 

He's the creator of the webcomic Hello With Cheese, along with the children’s books The Monster Alphabet 

and The Monster Numbers. His game, Scurvy Dogs, involves his love of pirates and pigs. As an entertainer, he's 

qualified to tell jokes for an hour. As a guest speaker, he can talk about game design, making a career as an 

artist, creative writing and piracy.  

Contact Info  

dernjg@gmail.com  

(562) 293-6981  

18902 Stefani Ave  

Cerritos, CA 90703  

 

Degy Booking International  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ari@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

9826 Montpellier Dr  

Delray Beach, FL 33446  

 

Dialogues on Diversity  

Regions: All  

Dialogues on Diversity utilizes a theatrical model and comedy to inspire honest, respectful and courageous 

dialogue around race, ethnicity, bias and diversity, thus creating a greater understanding of the wealth of 

opportunity to be found in difference.  
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Contact Info  

larry@dialoguesondiversity.com  

(617) 792-5053  

33 Aberdeen Ave  

Cambridge, MA 02138  

 

Diversity Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Diversity Talent Agency seeks to provide quality speakers, music, comedy, poetry and programs at an 

affordable price to educate, entertain and enlighten. It is our mission to bridge the cultural divide and shed 

light on issues that will build a bridge to a better tomorrow. By catering our programming to your need, we 

are able to offer services that tackle diversity issues head on.  

Contact Info  

DiversityTalentAgency@gmail.com  

(770) 210-5579  

PO Box 277  

Lovejoy, GA 30250  

 

DLW Storyteller, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Donna Washington is an award winning internationally known storyteller with over 30 years of experience. 

She performs for everyone from Kindergarten and up. She presents Spoken Word performances that range 

from educational and entertaining shows for small children, ghost stories that aren't fit for man nor beast, to 

personal narrative about society and politics. Her electric shows are funny, dark, engaging, thought provoking, 

and entertaining. She will put a set together for your organization.  

Contact Info  

d.klibanow@frontier.com  

(919) 471-3036  

2 Haggis Ct  

Durham, NC 27705  

 

Drew Hunthausen  

Region: West  
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From a healthy 11 year old playing baseball and golf, to waking up from a 3 month coma totally blind, hearing 

impaired, and unable to even sit up on his own, Drew spent 7 long years in physical therapy learning to walk 

again. He has since graduated from college with a degree in sociology, become a blind snow skier, triathlete, 

best-selling author, and is now a sought after International speaker who will motivate and inspire your 

audiences with his incredible story, wonderful humour, and ultimate college success formula!  

Contact Info  

Drew@NoExcusesBlindGuy.com  

(714) 793-7881  

7292 Carlton Ave  

Westminster, CA 92683  

 

Dynamic Influence  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

robert@dynamicinfluence.com  

(508) 963-5555  

3 Rolling Hill Rd  

Shrewsbury, MA 01545  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rstowe@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(404) 351-2263  

296 14th St NW  

Atlanta, GA 30318  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

cmcclure@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(704) 339-0100  

512 East Blvd  

Charlotte, NC 28203  
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EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

bherndon@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(919) 875-1800  

8364 Six Forks Rd Ste 200  

Raleigh, NC 27615  

 

ECE Touring/EastCoast Entertainment  

Regions: All  

We have awesome artists and shows in all budget ranges! ECE Touring/ECE (EastCoast Entertainment) has 

represented the best in the live music, booking talented solo artists, bands, DJ's and comedians from 

coffeehouses to national concerts- for the entire U.S. Along the way, we've expanded our artists to include 

the extraordinary legendary comedy of The Second City Touring Company, National Recording Artists The 

Hunts, Kevin MaC, Rich Girls Comedy, Farewell Angelina, The Shack Band, FLY Dance Company, iO, Three 

Sheets to the Wind, DJ Illumination, Hiplet, Blue Label, DJ Shelley, Justin Trawick & The Common Good, 20 

Ride and more. Need diversity? We've got it. Need an agency that's friendly and easy to reach? We're here, 

even if you have an entertainment emergency! Need artists who are professional, easy to work with and 

absolutely fantastic? They exist in droves! Thanks for checking out our website. We look forward to hearing 

from you!  

Contact Info  

kkaminski@bookece.com  

(804) 355-2178  

703 Southlake Blvd  

North Chesterfield, VA 23236  

 

Endeavor Entertainment  

Regions: All  

We bring the FUN! Full Service company providing everything from Live Performers to Mechanical Rides (bull, 

surfboard and shark) to Photo Booths, Airbrush Tattoos, Game Shows, Drive In Movies, Carnival Games, Fun 

Foods, and so much more. Campus Activities Magazine Novelty Agency of the Year!  

Contact Info  

virgil@endeavorentertainment.com  

(315) 484-7445  
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427 Liberty Street  

Syracuse, NY 13204  

 

Entertainment Connect LLC  

Regions: All  

Entertainment Connect is a Talent Agency founded to connect premier entertainers, athletes, and influencers 

to career-advancing opportunities. Entertainment Connect provides a platform for professional talent to 

enhance their individual brands by diversifying their engagement opportunities in world culture, social 

leadership, and community involvement. Our Mission: To entertain and inspire audiences all over the work, 

helping our clients to create exciting and memorable experiences.  

Our Values: Customer Service | Excellence | Quality | Dependability |  Integrity | Creativity| Passion|  

Contact Info  

jdada@entertainmentconnect.net  

(713) 992-8228  

2513 Cleburne St  

Houston, TX 77004  

 

Everything But the Mime  

Regions: All  

". . . to represent genuinely nice people who offer high quality entertainment at affordable prices." That is the 

mission statement of the family-oriented Everything But The Mime based in Orlando, FL. We pride ourselves 

on personal interaction and promise not to do business like your "typical agent".  

Contact Info  

carol@everythingbutthemime.com  

(407) 856-2412  

2914 Trentwood Blvd  

Orlando, FL 32812  

 

Freddie Justice Comedy Hypnotist  

Regions: All  

The Planet's Funniest Hypnotist Freddie Justice will not disappoint!  

Contact Info  

info@FreddieJustice.com  

(763) 325-HAHA x4242  
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PO Box 490118  

Blaine, MN 55449  

 

Fresh Variety  

Regions: All  

Fresh Variety provides the college market with high quality comedy based variety acts that are always 

interactive. Laugh, be amused and be part of the show!  

Contact Info  

laura@freshvariety.com  

(603) 396-6787  

4 Birch Court  

Goffstown, NH 03054  

 

FUN Enterprises, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Are you interested in working with a company that provides quality programs, fantastic service,  understands 

student development theory and enjoys being part of the educational process? FUN Enterprises, Inc. is the 

company that you need to work with. Whether your needs are for an engaging speaker and trainer like Michael 

Miller or Airbrush Artists for a Late Night Programming series we can help. Don't work with a company, work 

with a partner.  

Contact Info  

ken@funent.com  

(781) 436-3187  

63 Tosca Dr  

Stoughton, MA 02072  

 

G G Greg Entertainment Agency  

Regions: All  

Full Service Entertainment agency with Music, Comedy, Animal Shows, Novelty, Variety, Casinos, production.  

Contact Info  

gg@gggreg.com  

(440) 266-1732  

7474 Lauren J Dr  

Mentor, OH 44060  
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GigRoster.com by Professional Entertainment  

Regions: All  

GigRoster is one of the most comprehensive Talent Buying Services for Colleges and University Events in The 

USA. Serving all Major Markets, with literally hundreds of artists and performing groups, GigRoster and our 

staff of professionals can handle anything from a single booking to a full, robust schedule of entertainment for 

the year. Browse the roster any time. It is simply the easiest way to book talent... Period! Entertainment brings 

everything to life and GigRoster makes finding the best choices for easy. Whether you are planning a concert 

event, a band for a show, a lecture series or a DJ for a student dance we make finding all the choices easy. On 

line or working with one of our personal consultants we provide you with a great experience hiring your talent!  

Contact Info  

darrell@gigroster.com  

(800) 801-2484  

PO Box 78593  

Seattle, WA 98178  

 

Global Speakers Agency  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

LDubuc@globalspeakers.com  

(800) 360-1073  

700-372 Bay St  

Toronto, ON M5H2W9  

 

Global Talent HQ, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

gpolvere@gthq.org  

(347) 385-6879  

42 Delevan St Ste 3  

Brooklyn, NY 11231  

 

GP Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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Full Service Booking Agency. Known for Novelty Entertainers such as Joel Meyers (Comedy Magician) and Eric 

Mina (Comedy Hypnosis). WE ARE THE #1 Resource for Ghost Hunters in the country. Comedian, Game Shows, 

Psychic Fairs, Casino Nights, and Lectures. Our music roster is getting larger and receiving great praise. The 

Boy Band Project is showcasing Nationals along with breakthrough artist Cassidi. Along with the vocals of Ryan 

Quinn from Season 10 The Voice. Music is the new force for GP Entertainment. We also do MAJOR concerts. 

Let us know how we can help you.  

Contact Info  

tim@gpentertainment.com  

(315) 859-1745  

101 Main St  

Whitesboro, NY 13492  

 

H2F Comedy Productions  

Regions: All  

ASK FOR BABS! Flappers Comedy/H2F Comedy Prods. Owns and operates Flappers Comedy Club & Restaurant 

in Burbank CA. Barbara Holliday, the primary contact books over 40 live comedy shows a week and knows how 

to help you make your comedy event funny and successful. Founded in 1997, H2F began producing live comedy 

events for Corp events, Colleges, Casinos, Cruise Ships and Clubs for over 25 years. They have a very diverse 

roster of comedians and speakers for your any event. Please visit www.FlappersComedy.com and or 

www.ComedyCasting.com  

Contact Info  

BHolliday@FlappersComedy.com  

(818) 845-9721  

102 E Magnolia Blvd  

Burbank, CA 91502  

 

Harold Green  

Regions: All  

Primarily a poet, Harold Green is an ever-evolving artist with a skill set that defies categorization. His vibrant 

storytelling and passionate lyrical delivery continue to captivate audiences both domestically and 

internationally. With repeat sell-out shows at some of Chicago’s largest and most popular music venues, 

Green is not only a highly sought-after talent, but an equally respected band leader and event producer. 

Aggressively working to move the genre forward, each show that Green curates is a one-of-a-kind, full 

sensory, multi-disciplinary experience drawing guests from all sides of the city and country, breaking down 

barriers and  
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pushing far beyond the limitations of the traditional “coffee-house spoken word” blueprint. In the media, 

Green has been talked about in The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, The Ellen 

DeGeneres Show Blog, Ebony Web, Black America Web (Tom Joyner/Reach Media), Windy City Live, Black 

Enterprise Web, the Fake Shore Drive blog and 2DopeBoyz blog. He is the creator of numerous recorded 

albums, videos, plays and, above all else, artist platforms. He has hosted popular open mic events and 

performed at festivals, rallies and colleges across the country for almost a decade and a half, consistently. He 

is the architect and curator of “Flowers for the Living”, an annual collaboration project with some of the best 

singers and musicians Chicago has to offer. He is a proud son, brother, husband, father, teacher, coach and 

mentor. He is a visionary, leader, motivator and an overwhelmingly undeniable human being.  

Contact Info  

HaroldGreen@FFTLFoundation.org  

22713 Jamie Ct  

Richton Park, IL 60471  

 

Hoffman Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Hoffman Entertainment Inc. represents Wayne Hoffman the mentalist & illusionist. The agency also represents 

bands, comedians, DJ's, saxophonists, quick-change artists, and more. A member of NACA since 2003, Hoffman 

Entertainment provides both live acts and dynamic speakers for college campuses.  

Contact Info  

wayne@ilovehoffman.com  

(323) 464-2000  

21301 S Tamiami Trl  

Estero, FL 33928  

 

Houla Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Houla Entertainment is a college, fair, festival, performing arts centers, cruise lines, casinos, corporate and 

private event booking agency. Our talented artists entertain audiences from the very small and intimate to 

the very large festival-type. These artists perform various genres of music and are based in various cities 

throughout the United States and Canada. We are an experienced middle booking agency working with 

national touring acts including music, speakers, and comedians. We will help you negotiate the contract and 

save you $$$. Houla Entertainment books only the best artists in the business! Houla Entertainment is Where 

the Big Dogs Play!  
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Contact Info  

leemayer@houlaentertainment.com  

(865) 414-9266  

P O Box 31688  

Knoxville, TN 37930  

 

Hypnotizing America with Tim Miller  

Regions: All  

Hypnotist Tim Miller, along with his wife Michelle and dog Panda, perform both nationally and internationally 

with a variety of their Hypnosis Shows. Tim is a former NCAA Division 1 Head Football Coach and brings that 

passion and energy to the stage using comedy, motivation and hypnosis. Because of Tim's 20+ years as a 

teacher, administrator and coach, Hypnotizing America is the perfect match for schools and Universities. Over 

the past 2 years, Tim has created entertainment never witnessed before. Along with the Comedy Hypnosis 

Show, Tim has created "Play Hypnosis", "The Chaotic Hypnotic Game Show", "Couples Hypnotic Retreats", 

"Guided Meditation using Hypnosis" and "The Hypnotic Variety Show Experience" which incorporates 

comedians, musicians and singers into their hypnosis show. Regardless of which show is being performed, 

Tim's energy and passion are unlike any other. Simply watch the numerous videos or read the many reviews 

(awarded BEST SHOW 2018 by Gigmasters) to witness what makes this show unique, inspiring and a must see. 

Hypnotizing America has sold out The Laugh Factory in Hollywood, CA, have upcoming shows at The Gotham 

Comedy Club (NY), performed internationally for Secrets and Dreams Resorts, aired 8 TV episodes in 2018 

(Hypnotizing America) and have performed for numerous schools, venues and corporations. Please visit their 

website to learn more.  

Contact Info  

stagehypnosislive@gmail.com  

(610) 247-2086  

1800 JFK Blvd Suite 300  

Philadelphia, PA 19103  

 

I AM A COCKEYED OPTIMIST ORG INC  

Region: West  

I Am A Cockeyed Optimist is a 501(c) (3) non-profit organization dedicated to spreading a message of hope 

and optimism. We believe that through the darkness, hope can emerge. This is a message that anyone can 

use, but one that we find especially helpful for teenagers and young adults. One of the ways our 

organization works to spread this message is by encouraging positive expression of emotions through the 

arts. Whether it  
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is performance or visual arts, we believe having healthy means of expression provide for a richer and more 

hopeful life. Our Artistic Assembly program is lead by our founder, Cynda Renae and is part lecture and part 

concert. During the 45 minute program, Cynda shares her story of childhood neglect and rape at gunpoint, but 

how expressing herself through music helped her keep going. Students will be treated to a full band 

performance from Cynda and her band following her speech. The band also makes themselves available to 

meet with students after the program. The Artistic Assemblies help teens and young adults because many are 

afraid to express their emotions which can lead to self-harm or violence and bullying against others. The 

assembly provides a vehicle to start a conversation. The response we have received from students has been 

incredible, as many students come to us afterward and share their personal stories. One student in attendance 

sent us a message about our program, “I loved the songs that you played today for our school. I was truly 

inspired on being a better person and being more positive about myself.” The Artistic Assemblies also let the 

community know about our database of crisis resources. Many people who need help do not know where to 

look, so our website provides lists of Suicide Helplines, Rape Treatment Helplines, Domestic Violence 

Helplines, Homeless Shelters, Eating Disorder and Substance Abuse facilities and 12-Step programs.  

Contact Info  

cynda@iamacockeyedoptimist.org  

(949) 415-9490  

16 Serenity Ln  

Laguna Niguel, CA 92677  

 

Innovative Artists  

Regions: All  

Innovative Artists has developed one of the premiere Stand-Up Comedy & Hosting departments in the 

entertainment industry. In keeping with the agency’s commitment to offer fully integrated representation, 

Innovative Artists represents established comedians, the freshest up-and-comers, and on-camera 

personalities who host a cross section of the most visible and comprehensive programming on television, 

making them among the most coveted in the comedy & broadcast communities.  

Contact Info  

joseph.flaherty@iala.com  

(310) 656-5119  

1505 10th St  

Santa Monica, CA 90401  
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Jason LeVasseur & The Rock Star Project®  

Regions: All  

Make Leadership Fun! Jason graduated from college in North Carolina with plans to become a high school 

English teacher, 3 season athletic coach, and summer camp counselor. Upon graduating he released his first 

music CD, gained instant regional recognition, and decided to take a year off and go on tour! 13 CDs and 18 

performance awards later, Jason is still “taking a year off” from traditional classroom teaching. He has, 

however, continued to blend his leadership teaching skills and music as a keynote speaker, workshop 

facilitator, summer camp counselor, and wilderness guide. His team-building expertise and ability to captivate 

a crowd guide his keynotes and workshops, teaching his audience proven tools to strengthen their own teams. 

His diverse experience in working with over 2,500 campuses has given Jason a broad perspective on what is 

important for student leaders to succeed on their teams and in their community.  

Contact Info  

jason@therockstarproject.com  

(336) 918-1661  

PO Box 68333  

Nashville, TN 37206  

 

Jus' Wiggin Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

juswign@yahoo.com  

(301) 221-4540  

7862 Oxon Ct  

White Plains, MD 20695  

 

KATHRYN ORFORD ENTERPRISES  

Regions: All  

Kathryn has spent the last 20+ years empowering young people. Excelling as a top level performer comes 

naturally to Kathryn. As the daughter of a champion cyclist and being a naturally gifted athlete, winning has 

always been an expectation from her earliest years. As a student, Kathryn was recognized as an elite athlete 

competing in track and field as well as several team sports on a regional and state level. As a teenage 

transitioning to dance Kathryn was forced to up her game, because she was told she'd never make it as a 

professional dancer due to her age and physical limitations. Applying her athletic focus to this new endeavor, 

she went on to prove her critics wrong, achieving tremendous success before opening a highly respected  
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school of performing arts, where her students consistently won regional, state and national championships. 

Despite these professional successes, Kathryn’s toxic relationship with a partner resulted in a nervous 

breakdown that left her emotionally exhausted and suicidal. Through a combination of pure-luck and caring 

intervention, Kathryn chose life, and set about on a journey of self-discovery while learning to love herself 

from the inside out. Instead of looking to others for validation that she was good enough. Training with the 

world’s leading authorities in self-esteem, self-worth, human behavior and human potential, Kathryn is now 

in demand as a speaker, exceptional performance coach and workshop leader. Her International Best Selling 

Book "Become your #1 Fan ~ How to Silence your Inner Critic and Live the Life of your Dreams" made #1 in 5 

categories and also features in the Hollywood Movie Butterfly Caught. Born and raised in Australia Kathryn 

now resides in LA with her daughter and two adorable dogs Tika and Bella.  

Contact Info  

kathryn@kathrynorford.com  

(424) 533-3136  

13900 TAHITI WAY  

MARINA DEL REY, CA 90292  

 

Keppler Speakers  

Regions: All  

Keppler Speakers is one of the largest speakers bureaus in the country, and has built an outstanding reputation 

for our professionalism and innovative ideas. Our staff is the most experienced in the industry, and we provide 

up-to-the-minute information on topical speakers expectation-exceeding service. At Keppler Speakers, our 

goal is to help turn ordinary campus functions into extraordinary events. Keppler Speakers matches the right 

speaker with the right audience, whatever type of event you're planning. That's where our experience speaks 

for you.  

Contact Info  

tmoll@kepplerspeakers.com  

(703) 516-4000  

3030 Clarendon Blvd  

Arlington, VA 22201  

 

Kirkland Productions & KP Comedy  

Regions: All  

Kirkland Productions is a campus entertainment agency specializing in entertainment and educational 

programs for colleges and universities across the country. We also provide entertainment, training classes,  
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and workshops to corporations, and individual groups. We pride ourselves on offering professional 

entertainers, quality programs, and the highest level of service to our customers. When you hire your 

entertainment through Kirkland Productions, you can be assured of personal attention and marketing 

assistance to help make your program a great success. Kirkland Productions is a member of NACA, NODA, 

AFLV, and AFA.  

Contact Info  

brian@kirklandproductions.com  

(866) 769-9037  

6711 Katella Ave  

Cypress, CA 90630  

 

Letters Aloud  

Region: West  

Real letters by real people, read by great actors. Letters Aloud connects live audiences to famous (and 

infamous) historical figures through their intimate personal correspondence. Each show brings together 

letters from every era, curated to explore a central theme. Letters Aloud was founded in 2013 as a way to 

connect modern audiences to a rapidly disappearing form of correspondence…the written letter. Each episode 

focuses on a central theme. Letters are carefully chosen to explore that theme and then handed over to some 

of Seattle’s most accomplished actors…accompanied by live music and a compelling slide show…to read out 

loud in a theatrical setting. It’s fun, it’s thought-provoking, and audiences love it! “It makes you reflect on the 

world and your own life and our personal connection to history.” ~Nancy Guppy,  host of Seattle Channel’s Art 

Zone "It's like literary crack." ~Washington State University Audience Member  

Contact Info  

paul@lettersaloud.com  

(206) 856-8240  

15733 Densmore Ave N  

Shoreline, WA 98133  

 

Magnum Opus Leadership, LLC  

Regions: All  

Cornell Tafari Bailey is a Motivational Speaker, Veteran, and a 2nd year doctoral student studying Business 

Psychology. Too many people come into the world and leave it without ever reaching their true potential, 

simply because they were afraid to explore their gifts. Cornell has made working to change this trend his 

life’s work. After leaving a 6-figure job to pursue his passion for inspiring others, Cornell is a living example of 

what  
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can happen when you decide to “Bet on yourself.” Cornell’s talks have transformed hundreds of lives across 

the country. His engaging storytelling and real-world application, make it impossible to listen to one of his 

presentations and not be inspired to action. Listeners leave ready to make history!  

Contact Info  

cornelltafaribailey@gmail.com  

 (713) 474-4366  

816 EASLEY STREET  

SILVER SPRING, MD 20910  

 

Mahdi The Magician  

Regions: All  

The Official Magician of Canada (as declared by Canadian Ambassador Dominic Barton). The Winner of Penn 

& Teller's Fool Us. The Allan Slaight Award Winner (Canadian Rising Star). The Jay Marshall Award Winner. 

World famous magician, international inspirational speaker, and award-winning artist Mahdi Gilbert was born 

1989 in Toronto, Canada. Mahdi was inexplicably born without arms or legs. Growing up in poverty he 

struggled daily with bullying, violence, loneliness and depression. He was tormented by his physical differences 

and constantly wondered what would become of his life, if there was even a point of him having a life. As 

Mahdi grew up he discovered magic and it saved his life. Watching magicians do the impossible made him feel 

like he could do anything. Since his first magic performance at age 14, he has travelled around the world, 

sharing his story & magic, and giving hope to hundreds of millions; to the multitudes of every race, color, age, 

religion, and social status. Over 700 million people in 26 countries have heard Mahdi’s story and witnessed his 

magic. He has been featured on "Ripley's Believe It Or Not", "Penn & Teller's: Fool Us", “The Amazing 

Magicians”, “Star King”, “IMPOSSÍVEL”, “The One Show”, “Ocean of Dreams”, and “Die Ehrlich Brothers 

präsentieren: Showdown der weltbesten Magier”.  

Contact Info  

m@mahdithemagician.com  

(530) 903-0203  

153 Beecroft Rd. Apt #311  

Toronto, ON M2N7C5  

 

Main Stage Productions  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mikeg@main-stageproductions.com  
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(203) 776-5325  

44 Benton St  

New Haven, CT 06515  

 

Massage On The Go USA  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

meredith@massageonthegousa.com  

(631) 471-3262  

9 Kocsis St  

Holbrook, NY 11741  

 

Matrix Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Matrix Entertainment formally known as Kramer Entertainment, founded in 1981, is the nation's premier 

provider of interactive entertainment, events and attractions. The company's position as an industry leader 

has led to the creation of exclusive, "One-Of-A-Kind" programs that are available nowhere else! As a full-

service company, Matrix Entertainment provides complete turnkey events with professional operators and is 

fully insured (liability, equipment, & personnel). All Matrix shows are developed and maintained to the highest 

of standards and presented in top condition. Full promotional support is also provided to ensure maximum 

attendance. With literally 10’s of thousands of events to it’s credit, Matrix tours 40 attractions, averaging 50 

different cities per week, facilitating over 5,000 events annually nationwide to a well-established client base 

of Corporate Events, Colleges and Universities, Military Bases,   

Major Sports Teams and numerous other venues.  

Contact Info  

bobk@matrixentertainment.com  

(616) 791-0095  

3849 Lake Michigan Dr NW  

Grand Rapids, MI 49534  

 

Matt The Knife Productions  

Regions: All  

Matt The Knife is part magician, part mentalist, and part comedian – all jam packed into one wild night of 

audience participation! This 3X “Novelty Entertainer of the Year” nominee has broken more Guinness World  
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Records than any other magician (an astonishing total of 12!), thrilled audiences in 21 countries across 4 

continents, and performed across hundreds of college campuses. Not only was he an answer on America's 

favorite game show “Jeopardy” but he's also been featured by over 50 media outlets including NBC, National 

Geographic, Amazon Prime, Discovery Channel, The Wall Street Journal, NY Times, ESPN Magazine, History 

Channel, Wired Magazine, CNN, and The BBC.  

Contact Info   

Emaz@MattTheKnife.com  

(401) 300-9386  

PO Box 444  

Greenville, RI 02828  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

Metropolis Management & Entertainment Group  

Regions: All  

A Leading Entertainment Agency Metropolis Management is a full service music and entertainment company. 

With over 15 years of impeccable service, Metropolis Management has been developing and providing 

premier talent globally.  

Contact Info  

joyce@metropolismanagement.com  

(877) 536-5374  

PO Box 1784  

Newark, CA 94560  

 

MHNR Network, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

kristin@mhnrnetwork.com  
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(828) 553-3940  

PO Box 1179  

Goochland, VA 23063  

 

Mike Super - Magic & Illusion  

Regions: All  

Mike Super offers a show and pedigree that exceeds every magician in the market! Mike Super is 

captivating audiences across the country being the only magician in history to win a LIVE prime-time magic 

competition, appearing on NBC's hit TV series Phenomenon, Mike was voted by millions of households 

across the country as the winner and named the 'America's Favorite Mystifier'! In addition to his prime-

time network television appearances, Mike floored the viewers and the celebrity panel on America's Got 

Talent for more than 3 months. Performing his trademark magic, Mike was continually hailed by the 

judges as the most original magic in the shows entire history. So much so that Mike was featured on the 

AGT 10th Anniversary special! When you bring Mike to campus, prepare for standing room only! Mike is 

the perfect fit for events that the Activities Board needs to impress!! Orientation/Welcome Week, 

Family/Sibs Weekend, Homecoming, Winter Welcome, Spring Fling, Summer Orientation....Mike Super 

has you covered!!  

Contact Info  

robin@mikesuper.com  

(412) 638-9100  

631 Sagewood Dr  

Venetia, PA 15367  

 

Million Dollar Pen, Ink  

Regions: All  

At Million$Pen, Ink, we are dedicated to quality and literary excellence and a passion for giving ordinary 

written words extraordinary meaning. Million$Pen, Ink. is proud to represent Carlos Wallace. The highly 

sought after guest lecturer, successful businessman and philanthropist’s first book, “Life Is Not 

Complicated, You Are,” is a national bestseller and part of the Psychology curriculum at Lone Star College-

University Park in Houston. The book has garnered widespread praise, especially among millennials who 

appreciate its valuable, practical life lessons. MDPI is also the publisher of Mr. Wallace’s new bestselling 

book, “The Other 99 T.Y.M.E.S: Training Your Mind to Enjoy Serenity.” The topics addressed in 99 speak 
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Contact Info  

editor@MDPInk.com  

 (917) 232-1798  

84-49 168 Street  

Jamaica, NY 11432  

 

Mystical Arts of Tibet  

Regions: All  

The Mystical Arts of Tibet is a world tour endorsed by His Holiness the Dalai Lama and Richard Gere to promote 

world peace and healing by sharing Tibet's rich and authentic sacred performing and visual arts with modern 

audiences. The tour offers a rare opportunity to witness one of the world's most ancient sacred traditions 

presented by a group of monk artists for whom these traditions are a way of life. One of their popular programs 

- the Mandala Sand Painting - was recently featured on House of Cards S3E7.  

Contact Info  

mystical@drepungloseling.org  

(404) 982-6437  

1781 Dresden Dr  

Atlanta, GA 30319  

 

Neon Entertainment  

Regions: All  

For over 25 years, Neon Entertainment's mission has been to provide the best in comedy, music, variety 

entertainers, speakers and novelty giveaways and events. It's "user friendly" and laid-back approach is the 

corner stone of what the agency is built on. A service philosophy that has gained the agency many accolades, 

including the honour of being named Agency of the Year 2014 and 2007 by APCA, in addition to nominations 

for Agency of the Year in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, & 2012 by APCA, the National Association for Campus 

Activities and Campus Activities Magazine collectively. Neon represents entertainers that have appeared on 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live, Comedy Central, MTV, HBO, and NBC, just to name a 

few. In addition to live entertainers, they provide a number of interactive services, from inflatable games, to 

novelty giveaways and special events and also represent nationally known acts and speakers, motivational, 

and team building specialists.  

Contact Info  

scott@neon-entertainment.com  

(716) 836-6366  
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3577 Harlem Rd  

Buffalo, NY 14225  

 

New Olympus Music LLC  

Regions: All  

New Olympus Music productions is Film and stage base entertainment company.  

Contact Info  

joeyangels@newolympusmusic.com  

(213) 985-8018  

1370 W 20th St  

Los Angeles, CA 90007  

 

NoRoom Management  

Regions: All  

Client & Event Management Company.  

Contact Info  

chucknoroommanagement@gmail.com  

(404) 307-2902  

5473 Orchard Ct  

Stone Mountain, GA 30083  

 

Olympus Sports Group  

Regions: All  

The Olympus Sports Group is your home for "Bringing the Gold to Campus." Our roster of Olympic and 

Paralympic athletes will bring your campus to their feet as they share their inspirational journey to success. 

We have dozens of Summer and Winter Olympians who would love to share their story of perseverance with 

your students. Our roster of speakers has been to the podium, and this year they could be coming to your 

campus. Having spent years in higher education, we fully understand the budget restraints you are facing, so 

we have a roster of Olympic champions that can work with most any budget.  

Contact Info  

ian@olympussportsgroup.com  

(518) 209-8853  

Ludlow  

Scottsdale, AZ 85254  
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Out of the Box Booking  

Regions: All  

Out of the Box Booking provides incredible talent committed to breaking out of their own boxes to encourage 

growth and provide new ideas to the masses. We believe that it is our purpose as humans to inspire one 

another, and intend to deliver that message with each show.  

Contact Info  

sue@outoftheboxbooking.com  

(952) 222-5565  

20711 Holt Ave Unit 393  

Lakeville, MN 55044  

 

Paradigm  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(212) 897-6400  

360 Park Ave S Fl 16  

New York, NY 10010  

 

Paradigm  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(615) 251-4400  

222 2nd Ave S Ste 1600  

Nashville, TN 37201  

 

PARADIGM  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

tschultz@paradigmagency.com  

(831) 375-4889  

404 W Franklin St  

Monterey, CA 93940  
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Power Performers Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

robertchanning11@gmail.com  

(315) 735-9667  

41 Ironwood Rd  

New Hartford, NY 13413  

 

Premiere Speakers Bureau  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ryan@premierespeakers.com  

(615) 261-4000 x1018  

109 International Drive  

Franklin, TN 37067  

 

Productive Through Joy  

Regions: All  

In our increasingly cynical world, true inspiration is an underutilized technology which has the power to 

activate the inner power of individuals who are often being constrained by some manifestation of fear. As a 

child borne of an act of violence and given up for adoption to a single mother, I have overcome extraordinary 

odds to become an entrepreneur, earn my Ph.D. in English literature, land a spot on the New York Times 

Bestseller’s List and land spot on Oprah’s TV couch. I KNOW the possible lives in each human being. It brings 

me tremendous joy to challenge and inspire individuals unleash their possibilities on the world. As an author, 

a professor of English literature and an inspiring pubic speaker, I am an expert at telling and analyzing Stories. 

During college, in particular, there is a verifiable power in writing down your Story. While establishing your 

educational foundation for success in a competitive world, the act of writing your Story can heal you, empower 

you and inspire you to be a better, more joyful, human being—and thus, better equipped to do good on the 

planet and for the planet. This is not hyperbole. This is my personal experience writing my Story, which became 

a New York Times Bestselling memoir and this is my personal experience teaching memoir writing for over 20 

years as an English professor. The Mini-Memoir is the magic potion in Productive Through Joy’s Story-based, 

results-oriented process. The Mini-Memoir & iBrand 1-Day Intensive College Workshop, specifically, is 

designed to enhance self-awareness, social consciousness, leadership skills and enlightened entrepreneurial 

productivity.  
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Contact Info  

michael@productivethroughjoy.com  

(213) 570-1841  

39 Sunset Ave. #402  

Venice, CA 90291  

 

Rebelle Events  

Regions: All  

Rebelle Events is More Than a Booking Agency. We are a community of people adding value to the culture of 

our organizations. One comedian, musician, poet, magician and speaker at a time. Rebelle Events provides 

nearly 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry and makes live entertainment accessible to all 

campuses and organizations, nation-wide. We know a lot but will never claim to know it all. Our success is 

driven by a constant desire to grow and gain new perspectives in order to provide premier entertainment and 

an excellent customer experience. This is Your Agency. Let’s Rebelle Together.  

Contact Info  

melissa@rebelleevents.com  

(651) 447-4944  

PO Box 25941  

Saint Paul, MN 55125  

 

Reel Management  

Regions: All  

Reel Management represents over 500 celebrities from shows such as RuPaul's Drag Race, Bachelor/ette, Teen 

Mom, Orange is the New Black, etc. for educational lectures and fun events on campus. Topics include LGBTQ 

rights, alcohol/substance abuse, being eco-friendly, women's body image, diversity, and other content-driven 

discussions.  

Contact Info  

marc@reelmanagement.com  

(323) 841-4044  

7472 W Sahara Ave #102C  

Las Vegas, NV 89117  

 

Rental Secrets  

Region: West  
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As a new college graduate, I needed two things. A job & a place to live. But, we never talked about the place 

to live. What should I look for in an apartment? What language do landlords speak? This makes a graduate's 

next step very daunting. Rental Secrets is your guide to leveraging your power in the rental process, in any 

rental market. Anyone can apply these strategies. No special abilities or talents are needed and you can start 

using them today. What Rental Secrets can do for you... > Learn Effective Rent Reduction Strategies > 

Confidently Rent Your Next Property > Get Better Value For Your Rental Dollar > Learn How To Obtain Free 

Rent > Take Control of Lease & Renewal Conversations  

Contact Info  

justin@rentalsecrets.net  

(408) 466-0678  

6083 Vincent Ct  

San Jose, CA 95123  

 

RK Entertainment Agency, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rkentertainagency@gmail.com  

(315) 281-9580  

PO Box 41  

Deansboro, NY 13328  

 

Sex Discussed Here!  

Regions: All  

Our funny, smart sex education programs at colleges and conferences around the country are among the best 

you'll find anywhere. Want proof? Check out the size of the audiences we attract, the praise we receive, and 

most of all, the number of schools that try one program and decide to bring us back again ... and again. Some 

of our most popular programs: • I Love Female Orgasm: A funny, educational program about women's 

sexuality and pleasure. • Sex in the Dark: An hour of anonymous sex Q&A in a dark room, with free glow 

necklaces and bracelets for attendees, and lots of ideas for fun add-ons like glow-in-the-dark cotton candy. • 

Hot Topics: Our Orientation program for incoming students, a positive, interactive look at healthy sexuality, 

responsible intimacy, and sexual assault prevention. • TRANScending (S)EXpectations:  A workshop by 

transgender people for all people.  

Contact Info  

dorian@sexualityeducation.com  
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(518) 360-2060  

P.O. Box 1932  

Albany, NY 12201  

 

Simplified Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Simplified Entertainment & Events is one of a handful of entertainment and event producers that perform in 

all 50 United States. Live Acts, Novelty Events, Inflatables, Haunted House, Holiday Villages and much, much 

more! Call us at 888-658-0515 and visit us on the web at www.SimplifiedEntertainment.com  

Contact Info  

dumpemail@simpent.com  

(888) 658-0515  

2335 Shamrock Rd  

Skaneateles, NY 13152  

 

Sophie K. Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Sophie K is a full-service entertainment agency meeting the needs of colleges/universities, corporate events, 

music festivals and comedy clubs.  

Contact Info  

kate@sophiek.com  

(212) 268-9583  

214 N Lord St  

Southport, NC 28461  

 

SpeakerNickScott.com  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(785) 418-4191  

7460 Kitty Hawk Lot 316  

Converse, TX 78109  

 

Speakers and Performers Clearinghouse Aka Progressive Voices  

Region: West  
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Progressive Voices (aka. the Speakers Clearinghouse) is dedicated to promoting the diverse voices with ideas 

and solutions critically needed in our global community today. As a public service, we provide access to 

independent media and to analysts and activists addressing the vital issues of economic, environmental and 

social justice. Progressive Voices speakers and performers address environmental and consumer issues, 

human and civil rights, as well as global, multicultural, media, women and gender issues. We offer cutting edge 

lecture and performing artist programs for every budget whether it be for a convocation, orientation or a 

coffee house.  

Contact Info  

zupandavid@gmail.com  

(541) 484-9167  

870 W 23rd Ave  

Eugene, OR 97405  

 

SpeakOut  

Regions: All  

SpeakOut is the country's only non-profit speaker agency. We are dedicated to the advancement of education, 

racial and social justice, cultural literacy, leadership development, and activism. Our network of speakers, 

artists, and strategic partners provide experiential learning opportunities through lectures, workshops, film 

screenings, performances, exhibits, and curriculum development.  

Contact Info  

felicia@speakoutnow.org  

(510) 601-0182  

PO Box 22748  

Oakland, CA 94609  

 

Strat Cat Media  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@stratcatmedia.com  

(662) 701-7227  

1211 Washington Ave  

Oxford, MS 38655  
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Summit Comedy, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Summit Comedy, Inc. is the college market's largest supplier of comedy entertainment including comedians, 

hypnotists, mentalists, magicians, celebrity talent, speakers, diversity programming and more.  

Contact Info  

chuck@summitcomedy.com  

(800) 947-0651  

2116 Baggins Lane  

Charlotte, NC 28269  

 

The Barry Agency  

Regions: All  

“Book someone who will grab your attention! The Barry Agency specializes in providing high-quality clean 

musicians, entertainers and speakers for college / university events! Choose between singer-songwriters, 

duos, comedians, magicians, rock bands, dancers, jugglers, and lecturers. Only the best speakers and 

entertainers will make your event remarkable. The Barry Agency …. we’re one talented bunch!”  

Contact Info  

info@thebarryagency.com  

(763) 550-0513  

8358 Viale Circle  

Naples, FL 34114  

 

The Brand Girls  

Regions: All  

Rachael Bozsik is the ultimate #girlboss. Glamour, Teen Vogue and Forbes have named her the "Modern 

Woman's Career Guide." Her proud partners (Fab Fit Fun, Essie, Loreal and Vineyard Vines) are deeply rooted 

in her mission and donate thousands of dollars in prizes to all of her speaking events. Rachael is known for her 

work as a confidence strategist and for being the CEO of The Brand Girls, a workshop focused on closing the 

confidence gap and raising up the next generation of women in the workplace. Rachael has worked with 

thousands of millennial of women, supporting them to land their #dreamjobs at companies like Tesla, GE, E!, 

Louis Vuitton, Discovery Channel, Columbia Medical Center, St. Judes (just to name a few.) Rachael's strategy 

focused events create quite a buzz on campus, inspiring women to build confidence and take massive action 

towards their dreams.  
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Contact Info  

rachael@rachaelbozsik.com  

(518) 727-8938  

4561 Olde Perimeter Way  

Atlanta, GA 30346  

 

The College Agency  

Regions: All  

The College Agency specializes in providing exceptional entertainment, extraordinary educators, and unique 

programs to the student activities marketplace and college campuses across the country.  

Contact Info  

booking@thecollegeagency.com  

(651) 222-9669  

7907 Stafford Trail  

Savage, MN 55378  

 

The Contemporary Issues Agency, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contemporary Issues specializes in SPEAKERS and only SPEAKERS, so we are uniquely qualified to offer top 

quality lecture programs at affordable prices.  

Contact Info  

kevin@CIAspeakers.com  

(800) 843-2179  

809 Turnberry Dr  

Waunakee, WI 53597  

 

The C-Word: Consent  

Regions: All  

The C-Word: Consent is a highly interactive, Title IX-compliant, educational program brought to you by the 

creators of America’s No. 1 alcohol awareness program, A Shot of Reality. This program uses a combination of 

audience interaction, improv exercises, and thoroughly researched information to break down walls and have 

a frank, difficult, but needed conversation about sex. This program covers a wide range of topics that include 

bystander intervention, effective boundary setting, online behavior, and survivor resources. This highly 

engaging and entertaining program is an amazing resource for students and faculty. 
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Contact Info  

booking@cwordconsent.com  

(323) 362-2989  

1048 S Orange Dr Apt 3  

Los Angeles, CA 90019  

 

The Gersh Agency  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

jshealy@gersh.com  

(310) 205-5869  

9465 Willshire Blvd Ste 600  

Beverly Hills, CA 90212  

 

The Harry Walker Agency  

Regions: All  

The Harry Walker Agency is the World’s Leading Speakers’ Agency. Since 1946 we have proudly represented 

the world’s most prominent speakers. We have long-standing and successful relationships with hundreds of 

speakers worldwide, including World Leaders, Nobel Laureates, Journalists, Bestselling Authors, Global 

Business Leaders, Economists and Entertainers.  

Contact Info  

marketing@harrywalker.com  

(646) 227-4900  

355 Lexington Ave 21st Fl  

New York, NY 10017  

 

The History of Jazz  

Region: West  

The History of Jazz is a presentation that focuses on one of America’s greatest art forms, the art form of Jazz. 

The presentation examines Jazz from a unique perspective that is both educational and entertaining. The 

program combines lectures, videos and live musical presentations that traces Jazz from its foundation to its 

present-day form. It acutely examines the roots of Jazz as it vividly details numerous historical events as they 

occurred. At the same time, the program identifies and recognizes the individuals that created this great  
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American Art Form. The addition of live music demonstrations and performances assist in bringing these 

events to life as they occurred during the different eras of Jazz  

Contact Info  

jblainebrown@gmail.com  

(714) 713-3205  

438 3rd Ave Apt 214  

San Diego, CA 92101  

 

The Talent Compass  

Regions: All  

The Talent Compass is a reputable talent buying agency that provides its clients with extensive guidance in 

navigating the complex and ever-changing world of live entertainment. We specialize in college music and 

entertainment, booking A-list artists to perform concerts, comedy shows and lectures. The Talent Compass 

simplifies the booking process and liaises with talent representatives, making it easy for schools to secure top 

notch artists within their allocated budget and genre parameters. We brainstorm ideas, generate tailored lists 

of available acts with accurate fees, and expertly advance dates including contracts and payments. Most 

importantly, we effectively negotiate deals and know what to ask for on behalf of our clients. We also 

represent select talent exclusively on the lecture circuit. The Talent Compass provides exceptional service - 

from the initial inquiry to the final applause. We're here to navigate the talent world for you!  

Contact Info  

jtunick@talentcompass.com  

(212) 647-0947  

7 York Road  

Larchmont, NY 10538  

 

To Go Events, Inc.  

Regions: All  

To Go Events (formerly just Game Shows To Go) provides amazing, fun game shows & attractions for the 

college market and has for the past 16 years. Founded by Hypnotist C.J. Johnson because he saw what people 

were passing off as "game shows" to the college market and he was appalled. Game Shows To Go has raised 

the bar in High Production Game Shows for the college market and now offers budget level shows with all the 

fun, but with less production so we can hit more people’s budgets. Visit our website at 

http://www.ToGoEvents.com for videos, testimonials and more. We give GREAT COOP DISCOUNTS.  
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Contact Info  

cj@ToGoEvents.com  

(800) 462-4424  

2555 County Rd 281  

Leander, TX 78641  

 

True Colors International  

Regions: All  

True Colors is a global consulting and training company with a proven model for maximizing organizational 

performance through better people performance. For more than 40 years, True Colors has helped millions of 

people find personal success and dramatically improve their inter-personal relationships. Our user-friendly 

temperament and personality assessment program has helped people of all ages understand and recognize 

differences that lead to miscommunication and conflict. Bring True Colors to your campus on stage with the 

True Colors Live Show, in the classroom with the True Colors Collegiate Online Assessment, or for leadership 

training with a True Colors Personal Success Workshop. Workshops are also available for Conflict Navigation, 

Communication, and Teambuilding.  

Contact Info  

mburke@truecolorsintl.com  

(800) 422-4686 x236  

2770 S Harbor Blvd Ste E  

Santa Ana, CA 92704  

 

Ultra Memory Systems Inc  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

Bob@bobkittell.com  

(801) 602-4340  

1212 N 1190 E  

American Fork, UT 84003  

 

United Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mark.gordon@unitedtalent.com  
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(310) 246-6009  

9336 Civic Center Dr  

Beverly Hills, CA 90210  

 

Wally's World of Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@houseofwally.com  

(800) 476-0442  

159 Sunset Dr  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(212) 903-1361  

1325 Avenue of The Americas  

New York, NY 10019  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sschulcz@WMEAgency.com  

(212) 903-1302  

11 Madison Ave  

New York, NY 10010  

 

Young Chicago Authors  

Regions: All  

Through creative writing, Young Chicago Authors helps young people from all backgrounds to understand 

the importance of their own stories and those of others, so that they can pursue the path they choose and 

work to make their communities more just and equitable. YCA exposes young people to hip-hop realist 

portraiture and teaches them how to create their own authentic narratives through a variety of arts 

education programs both in and out of the classroom. These programs include free Education Partnerships 

for qualifying Chicago  
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schools, free weekly writing workshops and open mics for young poets, journalists, and emcees, and Louder 

Than A Bomb, the largest youth poetry slam in the country. 

Contact Info  

nick@youngchicagoauthors.org  

(773) 592-1011  

1180 N. Milwaukee Ave  

Chicago, IL 60642  

 

Motion Pictures / Film Screenings  

Any Excuse for a Party!, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Full service entertainment company. From the latest and hottest entertainment options in the industry. From 

our Slow Motion Video booth to the new Photo Lounge. We offer a wide variety of entertainment services 

including Dance parties, Photo booths, Inflatables, Movie Nights, Game Shows, and much, much more to take 

your event to the next level.  

Contact Info  

louis@anyexcuseforaparty.com  

(973) 808-8700  

16 Gloria Lane  

Fairfield, NJ 07004  

 

ArtsROC  

Regions: All  

ArtsROC is a not for profit located in Rochester, NY that brings you up and coming young talent. Our talent is 

relevant and current and speaks to the college market. We believe that young voices need to be heard and 

young talent needs to be seen.  

Contact Info  

info@artsroc.net  

(585) 218-9125  

3462 Monroe Ave  

Pittsford, NY 14534  
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Bass/Schuler Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Bass/Schuler has established itself as representing some of the best known names in college, festival and 

corporate markets today. Our friendly agents offer music, comedy, speakers, live novelties, games and variety 

acts. Bass/Schuler Entertainment has been the recipient of Campus Activities Magazine’s Reader’s Choice 

"Agency of the Year" Award eight times and has been nominated every year since the agency’s 1999 inception. 

For all of this we are very thankful.  

Contact Info  

chris@bass-schuler.com  

(773) 481-2600  

4055 W Peterson Ave Ste 206  

Chicago, IL 60646  

 

Campus Movie Fest  

Regions: All  

Way back in the year 2001, four students at Emory University had a crazy idea. They decided to give their 

friends and classmates all of the equipment they needed to make a short film in a week. Fast forward to now, 

and those same students (some may even call them “adults” these days) have led CMF to become the world’s 

largest student film festival, and now we have helped more than one million students around the world share 

their stories through film. CMF is unique because as a traveling student film festival and completely turnkey 

as we provide promotion staff, prizing, posters, press releases, social media support, equipment, registration 

and more! The winners have the opportunity to move on to the national awards ceremony (TERMINUS) in 

Hollywood, California, be showcased at the Cannes Film Festival and even streamed on Prime Video. Simply, 

our belief system is everyone has a story and we want to give you the chance to tell your story.  

Contact Info  

bchong@campusmoviefest.com  

(404) 748-0012  

200 Arizona Ave NE Ste 104  

Atlanta, GA 30307  

 

Conscious Campus  

Regions: All  

At Conscious Campus our mission is to provide inspiring programs that build social and cultural awareness, 

foster community and promote greater acceptance and respect. Performing Art/Music: Eclectic, multi-

cultural  
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and out of the box artists for “edu-tainment” or just pure fun! Lectures: Dynamic speakers that create lasting 

shifts on campuses and invite students to deeper reflection of themselves, their community, and the world 

they live in. Workshops/Debates: Our engaging workshops and debates are designed to leave you with the 

resources and the seeds to build a movement of your own.  

Contact Info  

greg@consciouscampus.com  

(860) 210-9639  

137 Danbury Rd.  

New Milford, CT 06776  

 

CreativeWell, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@creativewell.com  

(973) 783-7575  

PO Box 3130  

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043  

 

Criterion Pictures  

Regions: All  

Criterion Pictures has exclusive relationships with some of Hollywood's largest film Studios, such as 20th 

Century Fox, Fox Search Light, DreamWorks Animation, Samuel Goldwyn Films, among others. Criterion offers 

its films in advance of the home DVD date and works hard to help its customers maximize the success of their 

event. Criterion provides title-by-title rights, bulk licensing options, blanket licensing services for select 

markets, and on-line digital solutions. 

Contact Info  

rick.yankowski@globaleagle.com  

(800) 890-9494  

1050 Oak Creek Dr  

Lombard, IL 60148  

 

ECE Touring/EastCoast Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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We have awesome artists and shows in all budget ranges! ECE Touring/ECE (EastCoast Entertainment) has 

represented the best in the live music, booking talented solo artists, bands, DJ's and comedians from 

coffeehouses to national concerts- for the entire U.S. Along the way, we've expanded our artists to include 

the extraordinary legendary comedy of The Second City Touring Company, National Recording Artists The 

Hunts, Kevin MaC, Rich Girls Comedy, Farewell Angelina, The Shack Band, FLY Dance Company, iO, Three 

Sheets to the Wind, DJ Illumination, Hiplet, Blue Label, DJ Shelley, Justin Trawick & The Common Good, 20 

Ride and more. Need diversity? We've got it. Need an agency that's friendly and easy to reach? We're here 

even if you have an entertainment emergency! Need artists who are professional, easy to work with and 

absolutely fantastic? They exist in droves! Thanks for checking out our website. We look forward to hearing 

from you!  

Contact Info  

kkaminski@bookece.com  

(804) 355-2178  

703 Southlake Blvd  

North Chesterfield, VA 23236  

 

Entertainment Avenue, LLC  

Regions: All  

When planning your next event, choose from a variety of inflatables large and small, novelties, photo 

novelties, fun foods, carnival games, casinos and much, much more. Take a stroll on our website, 

www.entertainmentavenue.net, or contact us at (410) 586-8818 and allow us the opportunity to lead you in 

planning your next function. From backyard party, school or college gathering, to a more formal corporate 

function, Entertainment Avenue is excited and ready to fulfil all of your party needs and expectations. From 

our Avenue to yours, we look forward to serving you.  

Contact Info  

ron@entertainmentavenue.net  

(410) 586-8818  

75 Security Blvd  

Prince Frederick, MD 20678  

 

Fantasy World Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

brooks@fwworld.com  
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(800) 757-6332  

124 Jibsail Dr  

Prince Frederick, MD 20678  

 

Houla Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Houla Entertainment is a college, fair, festival, performing arts centers, cruise lines, casinos, corporate and 

private event booking agency. Our talented artists entertain audiences from the very small and intimate to 

the very large festival-type. These artists perform various genres of music and are based in various cities 

throughout the United States and Canada. We are an experienced middle booking agency working with 

national touring acts including music, speakers, and comedians. We will help you negotiate the contract and 

save you $$$. Houla Entertainment books only the best artists in the business! Houla Entertainment is Where 

the Big Dogs Play!  

Contact Info  

leemayer@houlaentertainment.com  

(865) 414-9266  

P O Box 31688  

Knoxville, TN 37930  

 

Kirkland Productions & KP Comedy  

Regions: All  

Kirkland Productions is a campus entertainment agency specializing in entertainment and educational 

programs for colleges and universities across the country. We also provide entertainment, training classes, 

and workshops to corporations, and individual groups. We pride ourselves on offering professional 

entertainers, quality programs, and the highest level of service to our customers. When you hire your 

entertainment through Kirkland Productions, you can be assured of personal attention and marketing 

assistance to help make your program a great success. Kirkland Productions is a member of NACA, NODA, 

AFLV, and AFA.  

Contact Info  

brian@kirklandproductions.com  

(866) 769-9037  

6711 Katella Ave  

Cypress, CA 90630  
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Matrix Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Matrix Entertainment formally known as Kramer Entertainment, founded in 1981, is the nation's premier 

provider of interactive entertainment, events and attractions. The company's position as an industry leader 

has led to the creation of exclusive, "One-Of-A-Kind" programs that are available nowhere else! As a full-

service company, Matrix Entertainment provides complete turnkey events with professional operators and is 

fully insured (liability, equipment, & personnel). All Matrix shows are developed and maintained to the highest 

of standards and presented in top condition. Full promotional support is also provided to ensure maximum 

attendance. With literally 10’s of thousands of events to it’s credit, Matrix tours 40 attractions, averaging 50 

different cities per week, facilitating over 5,000 events annually nationwide to a well-established client base 

of Corporate Events, Colleges and Universities, Military Bases, Major Sports Teams and numerous other 

venues.  

Contact Info  

bobk@matrixentertainment.com  

(616) 791-0095  

3849 Lake Michigan Dr NW  

Grand Rapids, MI 49534  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

Mike Salvi  

Regions: All  

IG/FB/TW @themikesalvi  

Contact Info  

TheMikeSalvi@gmail.com  

7712 Montgomery Ave  

Elkins Park, PA 19027  
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Neon Entertainment  

Regions: All  

For over 25 years, Neon Entertainment's mission has been to provide the best in comedy, music, variety 

entertainers, speakers and novelty giveaways and events. It's "user friendly" and laid-back approach is the 

corner stone of what the agency is built on. A service philosophy that has gained the agency many accolades, 

including the honour of being named Agency of the Year 2014 and 2007 by APCA, in addition to nominations 

for Agency of the Year in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, & 2012 by APCA, the National Association for Campus 

Activities and Campus Activities Magazine collectively. Neon represents entertainers that have appeared on 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live, Comedy Central, MTV, HBO, and NBC, just to name a 

few. In addition to live entertainers, they provide a number of interactive services, from inflatable games, to 

novelty giveaways and special events and also represent nationally known acts and speakers, motivational, 

and team building specialists.  

Contact Info  

scott@neon-entertainment.com  

(716) 836-6366  

3577 Harlem Rd  

Buffalo, NY 14225  

 

Party People, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Party People Inc. has been in business for over 25 years. Our goal is to provide quality entertainment services 

at affordable prices for all organizations. One of our missions is to build a relationship with the client. We are 

looking for clients that want to work with us for years to come. We pride ourselves in our trained professional 

show administrators who attend and run your event from set up to breakdown and everything in between. 

Party People Inc. belongs to many organizations of which we are very proud to be members. Organizations 

such as NACA, ISES, ROTARY, CRPA, NYSRPS, NJRPA, IAAPA, OABA and others help us to obtain our goals as 

well as being able to give back to the communities that we serve. From corporate events to college activities, 

we believe we have the appropriate event for you. We are constantly upgrading and purchasing the latest 

novelty events as well as finding the newest rage in the entertainment market. We believe we are always on 

the cutting edge of entertainment. We look forward to servicing your entertainment needs.  

Contact Info  

dehulme@att.net  

(800) 958-9915  

46 Quirk Rd  
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Milford, CT 06460  

 

Party Vision, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

beth@partyvision.com  

(800) 290-9525  

20 A Northwest Blvd #217  

Nashua, NH 03063  

 

Sound Specialist Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@sseevents.net  

(502) 541-5015  

812 Lyndon Lane #202  

Louisville, KY 40222  

 

SpeakOut  

Regions: All  

SpeakOut is the country's only non-profit speaker agency. We are dedicated to the advancement of education, 

racial and social justice, cultural literacy, leadership development, and activism. Our network of speakers, 

artists, and strategic partners provide experiential learning opportunities through lectures, workshops, film 

screenings, performances, exhibits, and curriculum development.  

Contact Info  

felicia@speakoutnow.org  

(510) 601-0182  

PO Box 22748  

Oakland, CA 94609  

 

Swank Motion Pictures, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Swank helps spread the magic of movies and TV shows beyond homes and theatres. With one-on-one 

customer service, ground-breaking technology and close partnerships with the world’s best studios, we help  
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our customers entertain, inspire and inform their audiences wherever they are. Privately owned by the Swank 

family and lead by Chairman Tim Swank, Swank is headquartered in St. Louis, MO, with an additional office in 

Paris, France.  

Contact Info  

mhunkins@swank.com  

(800) 876-5577  

10795 Watson Rd  

Saint Louis, MO 63127  

 

The Contemporary Issues Agency, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contemporary Issues specializes in SPEAKERS and only SPEAKERS, so we are uniquely qualified to offer top 

quality lecture programs at affordable prices.  

Contact Info  

kevin@CIAspeakers.com  

(800) 843-2179  

809 Turnberry Dr  

Waunakee, WI 53597  

 

The Talent Compass  

Regions: All  

The Talent Compass is a reputable talent buying agency that provides its clients with extensive guidance in 

navigating the complex and ever-changing world of live entertainment. We specialize in college music and 

entertainment, booking A-list artists to perform concerts, comedy shows and lectures. The Talent Compass 

simplifies the booking process and liaises with talent representatives, making it easy for schools to secure top 

notch artists within their allocated budget and genre parameters. We brainstorm ideas, generate tailored lists 

of available acts with accurate fees, and expertly advance dates including contracts and payments. Most 

importantly, we effectively negotiate deals and know what to ask for on behalf of our clients. We also 

represent select talent exclusively on the lecture circuit. The Talent Compass provides exceptional service - 

from the initial inquiry to the final applause. We're here to navigate the talent world for you!  

Contact Info  

jtunick@talentcompass.com  

(212) 647-0947  

7 York Road  
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Larchmont, NY 10538  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sschulcz@WMEAgency.com  

(212) 903-1302  

11 Madison Ave  

New York, NY 10010  

WolfPack Forever LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

kingtay215@gmail.com  

(267) 581-5164  

1111 69th Ave  

Philadelphia, PA 19126  

 

Soul / R&B  

Ananda Luna  

Regions: All  

Ananda Luna is a musical project with sounds centring around indie, folk, flamenco, jazz and Hindustani music. 

Fronted by singer songwriter Anjalirose Ananda Luna hopes to find a home around the world as it brings 

people together to question the xenophobia, sexism, and homophobia plaguing this constantly changing 

planet. When Anjali is not collaborating with other musicians Ananda Luna is showcased as a solo act where 

Anjali uses a classical guitar, loop pedal, and tanpura/ tabla sounds with her I pod. Ananda Luna has been 

based in Southern Spain this past year and touring most of mainland Europe this summer but the project 

started when Anjali was living in Western Massachusetts and working with a girls rock camp called IMA, as 

well as collaborating with musicians in that area as well as Montreal. Anjali's first band was an all-woman indie 

folk/rock band called Sapphic Prince, with various music projects and bands following after such as "Ginger 

Libations" and "Space Kase" of which Anjali either fronted or assisted with her keyboard. Ananda Luna brings 

together interests in sound, healing, and activism to leave audiences with hope to carry that energy forward 

in the world.  
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Contact Info  

anandalunamusic@gmail.com  

(609) 933-7957  

10 Jeffrey Ln  

Princeton Junction, NJ 08550  

 

APA Music  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

brosen@apa-agency.com  

(310) 888-4259  

3 Columbus Circle  

New York, NY 10019  

 

Artemis Boutique Booking Agency  

Regions: All  

ARTEMIS the heart soul impact agency bringing you extraordinary humans and extraordinary experiences 

music • spoken word • comedy • speakers • exhale • we the people • zenstop  

Contact Info  

jilan@artemisbba.com  

(415) 786-4649  

140 Boulder St  

Nevada City, CA 95959  

 

AudienceView  

Regions: All  

p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Helvetica Neue'} AudienceView believes in the power of 

live events and its purpose is to ignite that passion in people around the world. As the essential partner to get 

live events discovered, attended and remembered, we serve the entire industry, regardless of genre or size, 

and help our clients sell more tickets every single day. Through an unmatched set of solutions that includes 

innovative technology, popular consumer brands and a unique engagement model, we support 9,000+ venues, 

process over $3 billion in ticketing and fundraising transactions and sell over 110-million tickets each year.  

Contact Info  

cameron.rivers@audienceview.com  
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(416) 687-2000  

200 Wellington Street West  

Toronto, ON M5V3C7  

 

Aux Cord Wars, LLC  

Regions: All  

Aux Cord Wars Live is a brilliantly packaged experience that is perfect for all colleges/universities. For over two 

hours, audience members get the once in a lifetime chance to control the music. This event puts you in the 

mind of an old-school dj competition, but with your students competing. If you play the best songs, you 

advance and win cash/prizes on the spot. We have executed two very successful college tours. Repeat 

comments about this event have been “EVERY school needs to have this” and “Aux Cord Wars Live was the 

best event to ever hit our campus”. The event is hosted by nationally-touring entertainer, Jay Dukes, with two 

djs side by side to keep the experience live. We also provide the devices for students to play their music on. 

You do not have to be a dj to play. Our official djs serve as our musical experts ready to coach our Aux Cord 

Warriors to victory. There is no other event like Aux Cord Wars Live. Check out our experience by visiting our 

Instagram page @AuxCordWars. Bring Aux Cord Wars Live to your campus today!  

Contact Info  

acwcasting@gmail.com  

(864) 909-0891  

157 Belle Flower Ct  

Spartanburg, SC 29303  

 

Babco Entertainment LLC  

Regions: All  

Babco Entertainment LLC is a Full-Service concert event management and booking agency that works with 

Colleges and Universities on concert event programming. We are dedicated to superior customer service, 

honesty, experience and dedication to its clients. Our goal is to bring our expertise and professionalism to each 

event. The following is a list of our services: Talent Buying, Offer Process, Artist Contract and Rider Negotiation, 

Production Services (including but not limited to: sound, lights, staging, backline, barricade, staffing, local 

ground transportation, catering, etc.), Ticketing | Box Office, Advertising | Marketing | Promotions. Babco 

Entertainment LLC works for schools and on behalf of schools. You get our personal attention and commitment 

to make your event a success.  

Contact Info  

melissa@babcoentertainment.com  
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(866) 335-8777  

P.O. Box 772470  

Coral Springs, FL 33077  

 

BARK Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ann@barkentertainment.com  

(833) 450-2275  

933 Market St  

Tacoma, WA 98402  

 

Bass/Schuler Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Bass/Schuler has established itself as representing some of the best known names in college, festival and 

corporate markets today. Our friendly agents offer music, comedy, speakers, live novelties, games and variety 

acts. Bass/Schuler Entertainment has been the recipient of Campus Activities Magazine’s Reader’s Choice 

"Agency of the Year" Award eight times and has been nominated every year since the agency’s 1999 inception. 

For all of this we are very thankful.  

Contact Info  

chris@bass-schuler.com  

(773) 481-2600  

4055 W Peterson Ave Ste 206  

Chicago, IL 60646  

 

Book A Muslim  

Regions: All  

Celebrate Muslim Culture Speakers. Artists. Performers. Exhibits. Workshops.  

Contact Info  

contact@bookamuslim.com  

(775) 372-7462  

98 Kessel Ct  

Madison, WI 53711  
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Brave Enough Artist Agency  

Regions: All  

Brave Enough Artist Agency is a premier booking and management agency based in Nashville, TN. It was 

founded by Mark Miller, one half of the Indie/Pop music and tea duo, So Long Solo.  

Contact Info  

mark@braveenough.com  

(615) 801-2415  

135 Ridgeview Trace  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

Clarity Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

clarityentertainment1@gmail.com  

(443) 562-9955  

7912 Dalesford Rd  

Parkville, MD 21234  

 

Cliff Beach  

Region: West  

Funk music artist Cliff Beach has been performing live for more than 15 years in Los Angeles. The Berklee-

trained singer/songwriter/keyboardist and DC native has created a style of music he coins as “Nu-funk”, a 

hybrid of soul, traditional R&B, funk and neo-soul which he performs regularly throughout Southern California. 

In 2013, Cliff released the highly anticipated “Who the Funk is Cliff Beach?” EP, independently, which was 

nominated for three LA Music Awards including “Record of the Year” and one Hollywood Music in Media 

award. Cliff also received national press in a featured live review in Music Connection Magazine in Nov. 2013 

and was a featured performer at TEDx Napa Valley in March 2014.. Cliff’s last album entitled “The Gospel 

According to Cliff Beach”, which was nominated for an Independent Music Award (Funk/Fusion Jam Album); 

winner of 2 Global Music Awards. Cliff is a voting Member of NARAS, a Songwriter and Publisher with BMI and 

an award-winning member of Toastmasters International. Booking by Definitive Talents worldwide. 

Distribution by California Soul Music. Endorsed by TC Helicon and Nord Keyboards.  

Contact Info  

cliffbeachmusic@gmail.com  

(818) 975-0813  
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3431 Club DR. # 8  

LOs Angeles, CA 90064  

 

Coast To Coast Music  

Region: West  

We work with different types of musical acts and some speakers who tour the west coast a lot. We book about 

25 to 40 colleges shows per year for our clients. I teach at Musicians Institute in Hollywood so I have access to 

all kinds of talent....if you are looking for a special act for your special event, please contact us. I also mentor 

musicians and students who want to enter the Music Business field. I do workshops monthly in Los Angeles 

through our partner company MusicBizMentors.com.  

Contact Info  

coastnaca@yahoo.com  

(818) 376-1380  

7259 Balboa Blvd  

Van Nuys, CA 91406  

 

Concert Ideas, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Concert Ideas is the country's largest college middle agent, helping 300+ schools all across the country produce 

more than 400 shows a year. We work with all genres of music, comedy and performing arts, and deal with 

anything from small coffeehouse shows to full-scale arena events. Our job is to find you the best acts available 

within your budget and available dates, and then assist you with everything from getting promotional 

materials, to editing contracts and securing productions companies.  

Contact Info  

harrisg@concertideas.com  

(845) 679-6000  

73 Ratterman Rd  

Woodstock, NY 12498  

 

Conscious Campus  

Regions: All  

At Conscious Campus our mission is to provide inspiring programs that build social and cultural awareness, 

foster community and promote greater acceptance and respect. Performing Art/Music: Eclectic, multi-

cultural and out of the box artists for “edu-tainment” or just pure fun! Lectures: Dynamic speakers that 

create lasting  
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shifts on campuses and invite students to deeper reflection of themselves, their community, and the world 

they live in. Workshops/Debates: Our engaging workshops and debates are designed to leave you with the 

resources and the seeds to build a movement of your own.  

Contact Info  

greg@consciouscampus.com  

(860) 210-9639  

137 Danbury Rd.  

New Milford, CT 06776  

 

Creative Artists Agency  

Regions: All  

The market share leader, CAA represents more artists ranked among the top 100 tours of the year worldwide 

than its next three competitors combined, according to Pollstar. CAA's touring clients cross every genre, from 

comedy, pop, rock, alternative, and country, to hip-hop/R&B, Latin, faith-based, and dance.  

Contact Info  

christian.amechi@caa.com  

(424) 288-2823  

2000 Avenue of the Stars  

Los Angeles, CA 90067  

 

Cutting Edge Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Cutting Edge Entertainment is a multi-purpose entertainment provider that is responsive to the ever-changing 

needs of both clients and performers. In over a decade of operation, we have managed many exclusive 

accounts, assisted hundreds of artists in pursuing their careers and established an enduring relationship with 

many of our clients. We are proud to be known as the people to call when quality and value are priorities. Our 

select roster includes fine contemporary and popular music, comedy and novelty, and programmed 

entertainment. Cutting Edge is also a national leader in providing multi-cultural acts for business, education 

and community events. We are priced to fit every budget. We energetically apply our imagination and skills to 

the many talents that contribute to a successful event. The creative staff at Cutting Edge introduces new 

concepts in event planning and production, designing practical, original occasions tailored to client 

requirements. Feel free to call on us for further information.  

Contact Info  

rjockel@cuttingedgeentertain.com  
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(888) 221-6538  

41 Mountain View Ave  

Avon, CT 06001  

 

Degy Booking International  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ari@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

9826 Montpellier Dr  

Delray Beach, FL 33446  

 

Developing Artist Booking, LLC  

Regions: All  

We are a full-service music booking agency, servicing colleges, universities, corporations, and private events 

nationwide.  

Contact Info  

shawn@developingartist.com  

(617) 497-8366  

PO Box 220307  

Boston, MA 02122  

 

Diversity Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Diversity Talent Agency seeks to provide quality speakers, music, comedy, poetry and programs at an 

affordable price to educate, entertain and enlighten. It is our mission to bridge the cultural divide and shed 

light on issues that will build a bridge to a better tomorrow. By catering our programming to your need, we 

are able to offer services that tackle diversity issues head on.  

Contact Info  

DiversityTalentAgency@gmail.com  

(770) 210-5579  

PO Box 277  

Lovejoy, GA 30250  
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DMS, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

jeff@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

18 Maiden Cir  

Malta, NY 12020  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rstowe@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(404) 351-2263  

296 14th St NW  

Atlanta, GA 30318  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

cmcclure@eastcoastentertainment.com  

 (704) 339-0100  

512 East Blvd  

Charlotte, NC 28203  

 

EastCoast Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

bherndon@eastcoastentertainment.com  

(919) 875-1800  

8364 Six Forks Rd Ste 200  

Raleigh, NC 27615  

 

ECE Touring/EastCoast Entertainment  

Regions: All  
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We have awesome artists and shows in all budget ranges! ECE Touring/ECE (EastCoast Entertainment) has 

represented the best in the live music, booking talented solo artists, bands, DJ's and comedians from 

coffeehouses to national concerts- for the entire U.S. Along the way, we've expanded our artists to include 

the extraordinary legendary comedy of The Second City Touring Company, National Recording Artists The 

Hunts, Kevin MaC, Rich Girls Comedy, Farewell Angelina, The Shack Band, FLY Dance Company, iO, Three 

Sheets to the Wind, DJ Illumination, Hiplet, Blue Label, DJ Shelley, Justin Trawick & The Common Good, 20 

Ride and more. Need diversity? We've got it. Need an agency that's friendly and easy to reach? We're here 

even if you have an entertainment emergency! Need artists who are professional, easy to work with and 

absolutely fantastic? They exist in droves! Thanks for checking out our website. We look forward to hearing 

from you!  

Contact Info  

kkaminski@bookece.com  

(804) 355-2178  

703 Southlake Blvd  

North Chesterfield, VA 23236  

 

Endeavor Entertainment  

Regions: All  

We bring the FUN! Full Service company providing everything from Live Performers to Mechanical Rides (bull, 

surfboard and shark) to Photo Booths, Airbrush Tattoos, Game Shows, Drive In Movies, Carnival Games, Fun 

Foods, and so much more. Campus Activities Magazine Novelty Agency of the Year!  

Contact Info  

virgil@endeavorentertainment.com  

(315) 484-7445  

427 Liberty Street  

Syracuse, NY 13204  

 

Entertainment Connect LLC  

Regions: All  

Entertainment Connect is a Talent Agency founded to connect premier entertainers, athletes, and influencers 

to career-advancing opportunities. Entertainment Connect provides a platform for professional talent to 

enhance their individual brands by diversifying their engagement opportunities in world culture, social 

leadership, and community involvement.  
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Our Mission: To entertain and inspire audiences all over the work, helping our clients to create exciting and 

memorable experiences.  

Our Values: Customer Service | Excellence | Quality | Dependability |   Integrity | Creativity| Passion|  

Contact Info  

jdada@entertainmentconnect.net  

(713) 992-8228  

2513 Cleburne St  

Houston, TX 77004  

 

G G Greg Entertainment Agency  

Regions: All  

Full Service Entertainment agency with Music, Comedy, Animal Shows, Novelty, Variety, Casinos, production.  

Contact Info  

gg@gggreg.com  

(440) 266-1732  

7474 Lauren J Dr  

Mentor, OH 44060  

 

GigRoster.com by Professional Entertainment  

Regions: All  

GigRoster is one of the most comprehensive Talent Buying Services for Colleges and University Events in The 

USA. Serving all Major Markets, with literally hundreds of artists and performing groups, GigRoster and our 

staff of professionals can handle anything from a single booking to a full, robust schedule of entertainment for 

the year. Browse the roster any time. It is simply the easiest way to book talent... Period! Entertainment brings 

everything to life and GigRoster makes finding the best choices for easy. Whether you are planning a concert 

event, a band for a show, a lecture series or a DJ for a student dance we make finding all the choices easy. On 

line or working with one of our personal consultants we provide you with a great experience hiring your talent!  

Contact Info  

darrell@gigroster.com  

(800) 801-2484  

PO Box 78593  

Seattle, WA 98178  
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Heads Music  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rachel@headsmusic.com  

(774) 280-6931  

221 E 59th St Fl 3  

New York, NY 10022  

 

Hoffman Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Hoffman Entertainment Inc. represents Wayne Hoffman the mentalist & illusionist. The agency also represents 

bands, comedians, DJ's, saxophonists, quick-change artists, and more. A member of NACA since 2003, Hoffman 

Entertainment provides both live acts and dynamic speakers for college campuses.  

Contact Info  

wayne@ilovehoffman.com  

(323) 464-2000  

21301 S Tamiami Trl  

Estero, FL 33928  

 

Horhay Hendrix management  

Region: West  

Contact Info  

HorhayHendrix@gmail.com  

(425) 351-8304  

2005 Davis Ave S  

Renton, WA 98055  

 

Houla Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Houla Entertainment is a college, fair, festival, performing arts centers, cruise lines, casinos, corporate and 

private event booking agency. Our talented artists entertain audiences from the very small and intimate to 

the very large festival-type. These artists perform various genres of music and are based in various cities 

throughout the United States and Canada. We are an experienced middle booking agency working with 

national touring acts including music, speakers, and comedians. We will help you negotiate the contract and  
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save you $$$. Houla Entertainment books only the best artists in the business! Houla Entertainment is Where 

the Big Dogs Play!  

Contact Info  

leemayer@houlaentertainment.com  

(865) 414-9266  

P O Box 31688  

Knoxville, TN 37930  

 

KENNEDY WARD OFFICIAL  

Regions: All  

Kennedy Ward born and raised out of the San Fernando Valley. The Calabasas native dropped his second debut 

album “Up To No Good” in 2019. With 9 years under his belt K is known for doing it all when it comes to music: 

writing, producing, engineering, and spitting across all genres. The 26 year old musical genius is passionate 

about becoming a cultural staple in the Hip-Hop world by showcasing his gripping melodic cadence and 

storytelling skills matched with his powerful voice that speaks to the people. K is currently open for show 

bookings and seeking to work with like-minded industry professionals, his fan base has been growing here in 

the LA Area. With a draw of about 75-100 attendees to his Performances. We are now interested in opening 

for a major headliner in the Los Angeles area. Along with the proper promotional time I'm confident will can 

double in tickets sales with our current momentum. Currently on his first local tour Kennedy recent released 

an EP Up To No Good which is now streaming on all platforms. Looking forward to working with you all.  

Contact Info  

kennedymichaelward@gmail.com  

(615) 894-4240  

27057 Edward Dr  

Calabasas, CA 91301  

 

Kosmic Slop  

Regions: All  

Great nephew of award-winning Harptones ("Sunday Kind of Love, Life is But a Dream" & more) member, 

Willie Winfield, Louis Winfield, Jr. was born & raised in Greensboro, NC where he developed a deep love of 

music. By age 7, Louis learned to play Tighten Up by Archie Bell on the guitar. As he grew older, his interest 

with music grew deeper, which led him to learn & master other instruments; eventually leading him to 

become a world-class musician. After finishing school, Louis's dreams of being a musician grew more intense 

landing him a spot with the artist, Tom Browne ("Jamaica Funk"). From there, he performed internationally 

throughout  
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Europe with his Godfather & Blues legend, Roy Roberts. After the tour, Roberts took young Louis under his 

wing; giving him studio time which lead to a one year tour where Louis met General Norman Johnson and his 

Chairman of the Board band ("Give Me Just a Little More Time"). Louis was then given an open invitation to 

join Johnson in the studio, furthering his education in both producing and in the music business. Louis’s career 

got a major boost when he played live with The Tams. He also played alongside their daughter, Tiny, in her 

Grammy Award-winning group Xscape ("Just Kicking It"). Today, Louis lives in Nashville, TN. As the artist and 

band leader, Kosmic Slop, Louis and his band are focused on bringing the party to diverse audiences around 

the world with their psychedelic funk, hip-hop, pop, R&B/Soul music. When not touring, Louis keeps busy 

writing and producing. ACCOMPLISHMENTS Tours and Experience: Bon Jovi w/Billy Falcon, Circle Tour, 2011; 

Steven Tyler from Aerosmith – Hit TV Show “Nashville”; Christina Aguilera – Hit TV Show “Nashville”; Xscape, 

2004 Tours; Kimberly Locke, American Idol Finalist Season 2; Crystal Shawanda w/Reba McIntire & Brad Paisley 

– Party Tour; Tom Browne Band; The Tams, Tours; Mike Farris, Tours Featured in: New York Times, YES, 

Weekly!, ABC’s hit TV show – Nashville, Dove Awards  

Contact Info  

louiswinfield@yahoo.com  

(615) 580-6593  

3416 Cortona Way  

Murfreesboro, TN 37129  

 

Live Life Headphones  

Regions: All  

Live Life Headphones creates an innovative yet unforgettable experience for those of all ages by 

simultaneously using 3 different music channels and wireless technology. Whether it’s a birthday party, 

corporate event, school function or social gathering, Live Life Headphones is dedicated to connecting guests 

with one another through our wireless headphones. We enjoy bringing people together and being able to 

curate a different form of entertainment for the culture.  

Contact Info  

jmoore.livelife@gmail.com  

(404) 780-9414  

314 Glenn Street SW  

Atlanta, GA 30312  

 

Lumbercat LLC  

Region: West  
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Groovy, funky, 70's high-desert rock 'n roll.  

Contact Info  

lumbercatmusic@gmail.com  

(530) 927-8831  

1902 Arcane Avenue  

Reno, NV 89503  

 

Main Stage Productions  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mikeg@main-stageproductions.com  

(203) 776-5325  

44 Benton St  

New Haven, CT 06515  

 

Matt Beilis Music  

Regions: All  

Matt Beilis is an award-winning singer songwriter piano player! But as a child with severe social anxiety, 

"professional singer" was the last thing anyone expected him to become. Matt grew up a classical piano 

prodigy, but never dreamed that music could be his career. That was until college, when he started singing 

and posting cover videos on Youtube. It wasn't long before Matt's one-of-a-kind voice and style led to shout-

outs and shares by stars like Bruno Mars, Ariana Grande, and Ashton Kutcher. Matt went from playing small 

shows in New York City to touring internationally, supporting iconic acts like Secondhand Serenade, Smokey 

Robinson, and Jay Leno. Just this summer, he played to a crowd of over 12,000 at a festival in Germany. Matt's 

original music is also regularly featured in major TV and radio commercials for  companies like Victoria's Secret, 

Taco Bell, Mastercard, Reebok, Target, Volkswagen, Honda, Jeep, and more!  

Contact Info  

beilis.matt@gmail.com  

(732) 718-8845  

2231 Greenside Place  

Scotch Plains, NJ 07076  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  
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Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

Metropolis Management & Entertainment Group  

Regions: All  

A Leading Entertainment Agency Metropolis Management is a full service music and entertainment company. 

With over 15 years of impeccable service, Metropolis Management has been developing and providing 

premier talent globally.  

Contact Info  

joyce@metropolismanagement.com  

 (877) 536-5374  

PO Box 1784  

Newark, CA 94560  

 

Neon Entertainment  

Regions: All  

For over 25 years, Neon Entertainment's mission has been to provide the best in comedy, music, variety 

entertainers, speakers and novelty giveaways and events. It's "user friendly" and laid-back approach is the 

corner stone of what the agency is built on. A service philosophy that has gained the agency many accolades, 

including the honour of being named Agency of the Year 2014 and 2007 by APCA, in addition to nominations 

for Agency of the Year in 2001, 2002, 2003, 2009, & 2012 by APCA, the National Association for Campus 

Activities and Campus Activities Magazine collectively. Neon represents entertainers that have appeared on 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, Saturday Night Live, Comedy Central, MTV, HBO, and NBC, just to name a 

few. In addition to live entertainers, they provide a number of interactive services, from inflatable games, to 

novelty giveaways and special events and also represent nationally known acts and speakers, motivational, 

and team building specialists.  

Contact Info  

scott@neon-entertainment.com  

(716) 836-6366  

3577 Harlem Rd  

Buffalo, NY 14225  
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New Olympus Music LLC 

Regions: All  

New Olympus Music productions is Film and stage base entertainment company.  

Contact Info  

joeyangels@newolympusmusic.com  

(213) 985-8018  

1370 W 20th St  

Los Angeles, CA 90007  

 

OnCampusText  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@oncampustext.com  

(617) 359-8634  

PO Box 220307  

Boston, MA 02122  

 

Opus 3 Artists  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rchesno@opus3artists.com  

(212) 584-7500  

470 Park Ave S  

New York, NY 10016  

 

PARADIGM  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

tschultz@paradigmagency.com  

(831) 375-4889  

404 W Franklin St  

Monterey, CA 93940  
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Phantom Entertainment Services  

Regions: All  

Inflatable Party Rentals, Mechanical Bulls, Mobile Zip Lines, Amusement Rides, Inflated Games and more! A 

Full Service Entertainment Source, Phantom Entertainment has been serving the entertainment needs of 

customers since 1979, and we've been exceeding our customers' expectations ever since. We'll bring the 

amusement park to you.  

Contact Info  

dean@djphantom.com  

(717) 258-4401  

50 Clay Rd Bldg #2  

Carlisle, PA 17015  

 

Platinum Music  

Region: West  

Platinum Music is bringing you Hip Hop, R&B, Top 40, POP, Latin, Reggaeton. Our fourteen artists are quickly 

making a name for themselves as their music penetrates the airwaves. A couple of our artists, Erica Rose and 

Wil J have been listed on Spotify's "Artists to Follow" as their energetic music quickly climbs the charts.  

Contact Info  

pmandal@relevantsocialapp.com  

(510) 205-4426  

Fremont, CA 94539  

 

Pretty Polly Productions  

Regions: All  

Pretty Polly Productions is the fastest-growing concert middle agency in the country. Why? Service. Getting 

the act you want show-after-show is a given. But what about after your show is booked? That's where we 

excel. Pretty Polly commits the time, energy, resources and skill necessary to make sure your concert events 

are a true success. We top the competition because we take the time to focus on and fully understand the 

needs and goals of our college and university clients (of which there are over 100). We generate ideas and 

put them into action to achieve their student life initiatives, enhance their campus culture and diversity 

interests and strengthen community relations. We specialize in providing top-flight talent as well as 

expertise in all key concert programming areas, including contract negotiation, marketing strategy and 

execution, ticketing service, and box office management, venue preparation, event staffing and organization, 

production coordination (e.g.; sound, lighting, and staging) and on-site representation at your show. At 

Pretty Polly  
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Productions, you're not just a talent buyer, you're a client, and for our clients, we do all in our power to get 

the best results. At Pretty Polly Productions, you're not just a talent buyer, you're a client, and for our clients, 

we do all in our power to get the best results.  

Contact Info  

jonb@prettypolly.com  

(781) 626-2180  

PO Box 600587  

Newtonville, MA 02460  

 

Rebelle Events  

Regions: All  

Rebelle Events is More Than a Booking Agency. We are a community of people adding value to the culture of 

our organizations. One comedian, musician, poet, magician and speaker at a time. Rebelle Events provides 

nearly 20 years of experience in the entertainment industry and makes live entertainment accessible to all 

campuses and organizations, nation-wide. We know a lot but will never claim to know it all. Our success is 

driven by a constant desire to grow and gain new perspectives in order to provide premier entertainment and 

an excellent customer experience. This is Your Agency. Let’s Rebelle Together.  

Contact Info  

melissa@rebelleevents.com  

(651) 447-4944  

PO Box 25941  

Saint Paul, MN 55125  

 

RK Entertainment Agency, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

rkentertainagency@gmail.com  

(315) 281-9580  

PO Box 41  

Deansboro, NY 13328  

 

Sophie K. Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  
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Sophie K is a full-service entertainment agency meeting the needs of colleges/universities, corporate events, 

music festivals and comedy clubs.  

Contact Info  

kate@sophiek.com  

(212) 268-9583  

214 N Lord St  

Southport, NC 28461  

 

Sound Specialist Entertainment  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@sseevents.net  

(502) 541-5015  

812 Lyndon Lane #202  

Louisville, KY 40222  

 

The Barry Agency  

Regions: All  

“Book someone who will grab your attention! The Barry Agency specializes in providing high-quality clean 

musicians, entertainers and speakers for college / university events! Choose between singer-songwriters, 

duos, comedians, magicians, rock bands, dancers, jugglers, and lecturers. Only the best speakers and 

entertainers will make your event remarkable. The Barry Agency …. we’re one talented bunch!”  

Contact Info  

info@thebarryagency.com  

(763) 550-0513  

8358 Viale Circle  

Naples, FL 34114  

 

The College Agency  

Regions: All  

The College Agency specializes in providing exceptional entertainment, extraordinary educators, and unique 

programs to the student activities marketplace and college campuses across the country.  

Contact Info  

booking@thecollegeagency.com  
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(651) 222-9669  

7907 Stafford Trail  

Savage, MN 55378  

 

The Firin Squad  

Region: West  

Contact Info  

thefirinsquad@gmail.com  

(310) 491-4324  

6210 Santa Monica Blvd Ste A  

Los Angeles, CA 90038  

 

The History of Jazz  

Region: West  

The History of Jazz is a presentation that focuses on one of America’s greatest art forms, the art form of Jazz. 

The presentation examines Jazz from a unique perspective that is both educational and entertaining. The 

program combines lectures, videos and live musical presentations that traces Jazz from its foundation to its 

present-day form. It acutely examines the roots of Jazz as it vividly details numerous historical events as they 

occurred. At the same time, the program identifies and recognizes the individuals that created this great 

American Art Form. The addition of live music demonstrations and performances assist in bringing these 

events to life as they occurred during the different eras of Jazz  

Contact Info  

jblainebrown@gmail.com  

(714) 713-3205  

438 3rd Ave Apt 214  

San Diego, CA 92101  

 

The Instructors  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

info@theinstructorsatl.com  

(678) 773-7005  

701 River Run Dr  

Atlanta, GA 30350  
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The Talent Compass  

Regions: All  

The Talent Compass is a reputable talent buying agency that provides its clients with extensive guidance in 

navigating the complex and ever-changing world of live entertainment. We specialize in college music and 

entertainment, booking A-list artists to perform concerts, comedy shows and lectures. The Talent Compass 

simplifies the booking process and liaises with talent representatives, making it easy for schools to secure top 

notch artists within their allocated budget and genre parameters. We brainstorm ideas, generate tailored lists 

of available acts with accurate fees, and expertly advance dates including contracts and payments. Most 

importantly, we effectively negotiate deals and know what to ask for on behalf of our clients. We also 

represent select talent exclusively on the lecture circuit. The Talent Compass provides exceptional service - 

from the initial inquiry to the final applause. We're here to navigate the talent world for you!  

Contact Info  

jtunick@talentcompass.com  

(212) 647-0947  

7 York Road  

Larchmont, NY 10538  

 

T-Ray The Violinist  

Regions: All  

T-Ray The Violinist is a passionate and resilient visionary who has taken his unique violin performance outside 

of its stereotypical arena and has transformed it into a catalyst, which has people jumping out of their seats 

to hit the dance floor. T-Ray grew up to the sounds of 90s RnB, Hip-Hop, Jazz, funk and classical music, which 

influenced and motivated him to merge the sounds of each genre to mature into his own distinctive sound. 

Throughout his professional career thus far he has graced the stages of the Myrtle Beach Jazz Festival, New 

Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Voodoo Festival, tour London, United Kingdom and has been privileged to 

work with the likes of Tank and The Bangas, Big Freedia, Hill Harper, Con Funk Shun, Sheryl Underwood and 

Chef Garvin of The Food Network. T-Ray The Violinist is an artist at the forefront of a movement with an 

incomparable sound sure to leave a lasting impression. 

Contact Info  

info@t-raytheviolinist.com  

(657) 229-5515  

PO Box 4106  

New Orleans, LA 70178  
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United Talent Agency  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

mark.gordon@unitedtalent.com  

(310) 246-6009  

9336 Civic Center Dr  

Beverly Hills, CA 90210  

 

Wally's World of Entertainment, Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

george@houseofwally.com  

(800) 476-0442  

159 Sunset Dr  

Hendersonville, TN 37075  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

(212) 903-1361  

1325 Avenue of The Americas  

New York, NY 10019  

 

William Morris Endeavor Entertainment, LLC  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

sschulcz@WMEAgency.com  

(212) 903-1302  

11 Madison Ave  

New York, NY 10010  

 

Zak Music Official  

Region: West  
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Zak's compelling soul-driven sound started where he grew up in the San Francisco, Bay Area. Bringing a new a 

feel back into Urban Contemporary, Zak is grabbing the attention of Hip Hop/RnB fans who find a certain 

nostalgia in his voice. He intrigued listeners in 2018 with his debut single, "The Wave", and returned again in 

2019 with a charming spring time record in "Comin' Around" which was picked up on Spotify's Discover 

Weekly. The young Singer/ Songwriter has not only amassed a catalogue of colourful records, but has also 

continually followed up with innovative music videos. Claiming a clear sound, Zak has also been drawn out in 

comparison to artists like Amy Winehouse, Adam Levine, Mac Miller, and Anderson .Paak. Most recently, Zak's 

been covering the California circuit, doing show from San Francisco to San Diego. He's now releasing weekly 

singles based off of his 2019 Summer Jam Tour through California. Tickets / Music at Zakofficial.com. 

@imjustzak.  

Contact Info  

info@zakofficial.com  

(650) 799-7256  

401 S La Fayette Park Pl Apt 306  

Los Angeles, CA 90057  

 

Sporting Events  

(Derek Fitzgerald) Recycledman Speaks  

Regions: All  

Derek Fitzgerald Bio Founder, Recycledman Foundation Endurance athlete and speaker Derek Fitzgerald is a 

survivor of Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, heart failure and ultimately a heart transplant. After receiving his life-

saving transplant in 2011, Derek entered the world of endurance sports and became dedicated to helping 

others going through their own healthcare journeys. Derek is an advocate for cancer research, heart health 

and organ donation. He founded the Recycledman Foundation, a non-profit organization created to improve 

quality of life for those affected by significant health challenges, in addition to serving on the board of several 

charities. Since 2011, Derek has upheld his life’s mission to honour his donor’s gift. He has completed over 90 

endurance events, including a coast-to-coast bike ride and multiple IRONMAN races, including the prestigious 

World Championship in Kona, Hawaii. He is the only cancer survivor and heart transplant recipient to complete 

a full IRONMAN distance race. Derek lives in Doylestown, Pennsylvania. When not training or speaking, Derek 

can be found spending quality time with his family.  

Contact Info  

erin@recycledmanspeaks.com  

(484) 756-1693  
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303 W State St Apt 332  

Doylestown, PA 18901  

 

ArtsROC  

Regions: All  

ArtsROC is a not for profit located in Rochester, NY that brings you up and coming young talent. Our talent is 

relevant and current and speaks to the college market. We believe that young voices need to be heard and 

young talent needs to be seen.  

Contact Info  

info@artsroc.net  

 (585) 218-9125  

3462 Monroe Ave  

Pittsford, NY 14534  

 

Degy Booking International  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

ari@degy.com  

(732) 818-9600  

9826 Montpellier Dr  

Delray Beach, FL 33446  

 

Entertainment Connect LLC  

Regions: All  

Entertainment Connect is a Talent Agency founded to connect premier entertainers, athletes, and influencers 

to career-advancing opportunities. Entertainment Connect provides a platform for professional talent to 

enhance their individual brands by diversifying their engagement opportunities in world culture, social 

leadership, and community involvement.  

Our Mission: To entertain and inspire audiences all over the work, helping our clients to create exciting and 

memorable experiences.  

Our Values: Customer Service | Excellence | Quality | Dependability | Integrity | Creativity| Passion| •  

Contact Info  

jdada@entertainmentconnect.net  

(713) 992-8228  
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2513 Cleburne St  

Houston, TX 77004  

 

Grit 'N Wit  

Regions: All  

Block Booking Rates: (all inclusive prices) Single Date Price: $6,500 3 of 5: $6,000 5 of 7: $5,500 Starting in the 

fall of 2015, Grit 'N Wit began offering challenge course events at colleges and quickly gained traction with 

50+ college events last year. Rather than simply hosting one off events, many colleges have made this a 

tradition with annual events in the spring or the fall, and several others hosting events twice a year. With a 

constant wave of new and improved physical and mental challenges, each event is a new course for students. 

At Grit 'N Wit teams of students work together and take on 16 physical and mental challenges on a course that 

runs through and around campus. While being a fun and unique event, the course is also designed to build 

camaraderie and push students to develop the insight that they can do more than they  thought. The course 

and obstacles are designed to push students AND be inclusive so that it can be a campus wide event in which 

ALL students can participate. With the combination of physical and mental challenges, it is also one in which 

all students are able to contribute and shine as different challenges will fit their strengths.  

Contact Info  

james@gritnwit.com  

(860) 918-6573  

1050 STATE STREET #442  

NEW HAVEN, CT 06511  

 

Me and My Friends Change the World  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

nselaaward@gmail.com  

(404) 410-0200  

PO Box 104  

Ellenwood, GA 30294  

 

New Olympus Music LLC  

Regions: All  

New Olympus Music productions is Film and stage base entertainment company.  
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Contact Info  

joeyangels@newolympusmusic.com  

(213) 985-8018  

1370 W 20th St  

Los Angeles, CA 90007  

 

Power Performers Inc.  

Regions: All  

Contact Info  

robertchanning11@gmail.com  

(315) 735-9667  

41 Ironwood Rd  

New Hartford, NY 13413  

 

The College Agency  

Regions: All  

The College Agency specializes in providing exceptional entertainment, extraordinary educators, and unique 

programs to the student activities marketplace and college campuses across the country.  

Contact Info  

booking@thecollegeagency.com  

(651) 222-9669  

7907 Stafford Trail  

Savage, MN 55378  
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